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Baruch Alumni Association
.Student .Gov't
Begins Its Mentoring Program'
By AlaR CIaeIIg

Contributing Writer
Often, students are heard complaining of how unpractical the academic studies. of a college education
can be. While the validity of this
statement is up for debate, many in
the Baruch community agree that
having the practical know-how of
the worklngworldcan help in the
transition between. college life and
the corporate world.
With this is mind, the Baruch
College Alumni Association has
introduced a pilot Mentoring
Program designed-to bridge the gap
between college studies and the
brass tactics of the corporate world.
Ideally, by fostering one-on-one
relationships between Baruch alumni mentors and student mentees, the
program aims at producing students
that are in tune and prepared for the
transition from school to work.
"I think that with my experience
and understanding of work and college. I can help to prepare them (students) more for their jobs," said
Rudolph Brown, of the Baruch
College
Alumni
Association.
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See MENTORlNG; page 3

By Adam Ostaszewski
Contributing Writer
Baruch will not be holding student government elections this year
due to a lack of candidates running.
.-~
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,i By Nicole LoveD
i Staff Writer

By Franck Mongbe
Contributing writer

PbocoIHubert Reyes

Students outside the Newman Ubrary as spring maIlesit's appearance
after rough start. Gramercy neighborhood ranks as one of safest In the
city.

According to statistics released by
the New York
City Police
Department, the Gramercy Park area,
served by the 13th Precinct. ranks as
one of the safest areas to Iive, work

and go to school in the city. Made up
of approximately 190 officers and 70
volunteer auxiliary officers, the

Doctor of Humane Letters to Martin
Jaffe.
BroekIyD College

The following honorary -$400,000 will be spent on providing new seating, floorill& a .ceiling
degrees have been approved by the
Board of Trustees to be awarded at and lighting in Room 222 in
the commencement exercise of each . Whitehead Hall for courses with
large enrollment to be taught in. As
school: CUNY SdIooI of Law will
grant Doctor of Laws degrees to Ida part of the first phase iri renovating
Ines Torres, Paul 19anaski, Esq. and both the Whitman and Gershwin
Gay McDougall, Esq. .10.. .lay Theaters, the Whitman Theater's
CoDece of C ....-al .I1Istice Will wmeeded openings will be closed
and exterior ~ walls restored.
grant KOh Annan and JoIm Lewis
each a Doctor. of Laws, Martin The rehabilitation projed's estimated
Symonds a Doctor of ScienCe, and' cost is $300,000.
.an.s C - " , C.eee
Danny ·GIo~ and .Marcia ··Robinson
Lowry, Esq. each
Doctor 'of -Thursday-Friday, . March 2-31
Hmnane Letters. New York City "Women·s History Art Exhibit."
Tedaaical e.leee wiD also grant a Bliss Hall, Call for times. 718-289-
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Employees of Baruch
College -were honored in the Dean
Esther Liebert Employee Service
Awards Reception, a formal event
held at the 25th street building last
week.
Two categories of employees were
acknowledged. The first composed of
four employees who have served for
35 ,years and the second of six
employees who have dedicated 25
years to the College.

/- '- Public high-school students may
soon have to act as judge. jury and
I executor over their peers. Starting in
the FaIl2000~ 10 public high schools
throughout the New YorkCity area
wi II hold court over student-related
incidents. As part of an anti-violence
campaign initiated by Attorney
General Elliot Spitzer,· programs
such as the student court have been
developed to address bias and violence issues in the schools.
"School violence cannot be confronted by educators alone," said

See LONG, Page 3

See ArrORNEr; Page 3

See CITY, Page 3

As Spring Begins, CUNY Schools Increase Activities
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"tJniversity city, Creates
Employees High School
I Teen Court
Honored

As winter finally turns to spring. a

News Editor

See LACK, page 2
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By Sasha Gelpi
Contributing Writer

By MacoUvie .Ieaa-F~is

Faced- -withno--c5pposltio~ 'the
Finding
Immediate Solutions
Together party's incumbents will
continue to run the. Undergraduate
Student Government. President
Sara Garibaldi and Vice President
Braulio Medina will keep their
positions for the 2000-2(0) academic year. Damian Benjamin and
Stacy Hosein will be the new
Treasurer and Secretary, respectively, by default.
When the office of .Student Life
stopped accepting candidacy forms
for April's elections at 5 p.m. on
March 9, none of the available posi-

Empty USG office on the 15 ~ of 360 PAS. Elections for 2000-2001 cancelled due to ... of studeIit interest.
.....
. .:

.Baruch Resides -In Crime-Free
Neighborhood
typical bright sunny weekday on the
comer of Lexington and 23 rd Street
often finds college students milling
along the sidewalk chatting and waiting for their next class. Almost unnoticed. a lone uniformed police officer
weaves his way through the crowd,
checking his surroundings. Not surprisingly. everything seems peaceful
and calm.
What may be surprising is that the
area containing the Baiuch campus is
ranked as one of the safest neighborhoods in the city.

Current Party
Members to Remain
in Office for
2000-2001

Acoording to Renata ·K-owalczyk
of the Academic and College Affairs
Committee, many successful Baruch
alumni in the workforce have great
potential to share their professional
experiences while also .benefiting.
from the relationship.
"We're basically providing a vehicle," said Kowalczyk. "A platfonn
for them to meet, establishing a relationship and hopefully .Jearning
from each other."
Through the interaction, students
will cultivate professional and praetical skills that will aid their career
development. With- the personal
advice of a mentor, students adopt.
skills ranging from business etiquette to job search.' At the same
time mentors will gain coaching
skills and new insights and perspectives on their work.
The program currently has 25 volunteer alumni mentors and about 70
students. All mentors are volunteers
of the Baruch Alumni Association
while students must have a GPA of
3.3 or higher to qualify. After the
profiles of eligible applicants are
reviewed, matches are made primar-
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Elections Canceled

5342; Free.
City College
_
-Advanced certificates have been
approved in Chemical Engineering,
Civil Engineering, Computer
Science, Electricai Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, and
Engineering M8nagemeIit effective
September 2000. Engineers who are
~ currently employed will be able
to quietly update their bacheIor·s
degJees to be more eligible for
employmeDt. .
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ID Features:
Dancing stress away and Councilwoman Una Clarke on student
activism

SeePage 5
ID Op-Eds:
.The rape ofa culture, Emancipate yourself from mental slavery -. :
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ID Business: .
Economic development, Stocktrac, more

SeePage 9 _

CoIJeIe efSlatea hI.nd
WedDesday.~March 1~30

Print abibitioD fiom the NatiooaI
Association of Women Artists. In

See Page 8

III Sports:
MinDer$, Baseball and Volleyball updates

See Sports
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Activities
Galore at

CUNY
Universities
Continuedfrom front
celebration -of Women's History Month.
College Gallery, 12pm, 718/982-2553; Free.
Wednesday, March 29 "Strange Fare for Brave
Hearts: Cultural Nationalism and Scottish
Women Writers, Past and Present," talk b)' professor of English, Alyson Bardsley. Bijou
Lounge, 11: 15am, 718/982-2100; Free.
CUNY Graduate Center
-Friday, March 31 Genocide: Holocaust Film
Series. Film screening examining the different
genres of Holocaust films featuring Stuart
Liebman, Center for FtlmStudies. Sponsored
by the Continuing Education and Public
Programs: A Learning Partnership. Call for
location and time, 212-817-8215; Free.
Hunter College
- A citywide Day of Outrage scheduled for
April 5 is being planned by the Student
Liberation
Action
Movement
and
Undergraduate Student Government. In collaboration with People's Justice 2000, organizers
are calling on high school and college students
to walk out of classes to rally at 59th
Street/Columbus Circle in protest of police bru.tality, The city's workers are also encouraged to
participate in the rally, march and civil disobedience.
Kingsborough Community College
-Wednesday-Wednesday. March 8-May 10
"Women's H istory Show." a group show of
women painters 10 commemorate Women's
History Month. - Art Gallery. Call for times,
7) 8-368-5718; Free.
-DECA Flea Market. Spring Flea Market to
include. approximately 50-60 vendors selling
assorted goods. Call for date and location. Sam,
718-368-5128 (Bonnie Wang); Free.
LaGuardia Community College
-Wednesdays. Fridays, March 8-April 19
"Creating Web Pages/On-line, learn how to create web sites on-line at home. Prerequisites:
Internet access. email address. web browser and
basic knowledge of the Internet and windows.
Demo of an on-line course for free at:
www.ed2go.com/lgcc. On-line. Call for times,
718-482-5125; $109.
-Wednesdays. Fridays, March 8-April 19
"Windows File and Disk Management. on-line
at home. Prerequisites: Internet access, email
address, web browser and basic understanding
of personal computers. Demo of an on-line
course for free at: www.ed2go.com/lgcc. Online. Call for times. 7) 8-482-5125; $109.
Lehman College
•
-Wednesday, March 29 "Ballet de l'Opera de
Bordeaux." one of Europe's oldest and most
famous dance companies performing a repertoire of classical and contemporary ballets.
Lehman Center Concert Hall, 7:30pm.
718/960-8833; $25, $20.
Medgar Evers College
-Thursday-Sunday, March 30-April 2 "The
Fifth National Black Writers Conference," the
conference is a series of eight public discussions with writers, including roundtables with
editors and author readings held over a period
of four days at three sites within New York City
and on the Internet, .involving the collaboration
of six organizations. Auditorium, Call for
times, 718/270-5049; Free.
-$130,000 will be spent on new audio visual
equipment for the gymnasium to replace an
obsolete sound system.
Queens College
-Wednesday-Friday. March 1-31 Homer
Guerra: Landscapes, paintings and prints.
Benjamin S. Rosenthal Library, Call for hours,
718-997-3770; Free.
-Tuesday-Monday, March 28-May I Gabriel
Diaz, "Buenos Aires Street Kids: Photographs."
Spanish and Latin American Art. Benjamin S.
Rosenthal Library, Call for hours, 718-997-'
3770; Free.
Queensborough Community College
-Wednesday-Friday, March 1-31 Women's
History Month, featuring material honoring
women who broke the barriers: 1900-2000.
Kurt R. Schrneller Library, Call
718-631-6227; Free.

Lack of Opponents Leaves FIST in Office
Continuedfrom front

many of the open
seats with new

person running for them.
This resulted in automatic
victories for anyone who
merely' filed an application.
"It's either that no one
cares, or no one who
wanted 'to run could form
a party, or anyone who
could just didn't want to
face us," said Garibaldi as
the possible reasons for
not having challengers.
Medina attributes the
lack of challengers to the '
student's confidence in
FIST's administration.
"We had a strong team
last year and we're willing to do .it again- this
year," said Medina "The
student population feels
this."
The proposed referendum concerning the
restructuring of the student activity fee failed.
The referendum would have integrated the current day' and evening session fees into $66-.85
for full-time students, down from $70 for day

INSURANCE

RETIREMENT

Long-Time Baruch Employees Receive Recognition
Continuedfrom front
;:--

and up from $35.85 for part-time students. The
proposal did not receive the 10 percent, or
I,250, signatures of the undergraduate population required for it to appear on the ballot
Even after a week's extension to March 16,
only 535 signatures had been 'Collected.
Although FIST will return next year to fill

CltyStatistlcsPlace Gramercy at Top- of Safety List
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because the appearance of many uniforms
keeps crime low and the bad guys at bay. Both
the 13th Precinct and Baruch Public Safety
work in conjunction to make sure the students
of Baruch are safe. With such low crime rates,
it seems that there is no safer school campus
than that of Baruch College.
Overall, the crime rate of New York City has
gone down drastically, including Baruch's
own Gramercy Park area. The statistics show
that the 13th Precinct has some of the lowest
crime and homicides rates for the whole city.
Murder has gone down 100 percent, only two
murders occurred last year and, to date, there
have been none this year. Rape is unchanged,
with two last year and two this year. Robbery,
which includes mugging, is down 98 percent.
*":-fhn]tfm~·s,-.eee~wM"RA-~gRlRd IaK.en¥ is,
down 1"3.8 percent andauto theft is down 16.1
percent.
Those are fantastic results considering that
there have been several reports stating that
crime is rampant throughout the city.
However, not all neighborhoods are enjoying
a decrease in crime, While the citywide crime
rates have dropped significantly, the 106 th
Precinct of Queens, for example, has seen a
rise in drug-related crimes, rapes and homicides.
, Photo! Hubert Reyes
The officers of Baruch's own campus secuBaruch Public safety Officer Floyd Barnes stands guard at the 23 Street building elevator
rity have been doing a commendable job.
bank during the 5:45 PM rush last Thursday.
Baruch has an impeccable record year after
year for not having any murders, rapes, robbounded by Seventh Ave and the East River
Continuedfrom front
beries, aggravated assaults and hate crimes. In
from 14th Street to East 29th Street.
1998, there was only one act of arson, one act
precinct is located approximately five blocks
The officers mingling among the students
of burglary and one non-forcible sex offense.
from Baruch College. It patrols the area
have made the streets safer and friendlier

USS Member Edward Ellis Hopes to Bring CUNY

5/':192

performance opportunitie~--helping to make your
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Resources, had served Baruch for 26 years.
She expressed how honored she felt to have
her name associated with the award that represents a standard for other faculty members
to follow.
Liebert said that she wants to be remembered for her fairness and great competence.
Knowing most of the recipients, she was
delighted to see them finally receive this
award.
According to Human Resource Generalist
Debra Rush, the event is held once a year.' :
This year's ceremony was presided by the
College's president, Sidney Lirtzman.
Gertrude Johnson of the Baruch Computing
..... ,.,.........
and Technology Center, a 35-year honoree,
Photol Hubert Reyes
may not been known to many by face, but her
voice is surely recognizable. Johnson's has Manager of Operations for the Baruch Computing· and Technology' center, Robert LeGoff.
'
been the automated voice of Baruch for the LeGoff .was honored on March 16 for his 25 years of service to Baruch .
last 25 years.
David Rachman. The 25-year honorees' are
Professor Emil Gernert, Jr., Black and
The other 35-year honorees are Islyn
Robert LeGoff of BCTC, accounting
Hispanic studies Professor Martia Goodson,
Hurdle, also of BCTC, psychology Professor
Professor Harry Davis, natural sciences mathematics Professor Mark Sheingorn and
Joel Lefkowitz and marketing Professor

there are sti II
vacancies. Several
seats in the Senate
and on, various
committees
remain open .and
will have to be
assigned unofficially.
Director of
Student Life Carl
Aylman seemed
disappointed in
this year's meager
turnout of" candidates compared to
last year's. Since
several measures
were taken this
year to 'encouragestudent participation, Aylman finds the results especiaJJy disheartening. Several full-page ads placed in the
Ticker and many fliers posted around school
proved ineffective. Last year, with no advertisements, an exciting, two-party election with
high voter turnout occurred.

campuses.
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Attorney General
Begins City-Wide

By Arlene Young
Contributing Writer

on USS activities, a university-wide calendar
and information on scholarships and other
opportunities
available
at
CUNY.
Ellis also believes that improvements to the

today

"Thinking ourselves
as one university and
defending each other,
{we] will be unstoppable"

USS web site, www.uss.cuny.edu, will lead to
a "tightening up [of] the team", one made up of
active students throughout CUNY who know
how issues such as the recent budget cuts proposed by Governor George Pataki affect them.

public higher education has dropped considerably over the last ten years and students have
been paying more and more. He describes, is as
the "cannibalization" of higher education.
""[We are being] forced to do more with less,"
said Ellis about the amount of money allocated
to CUNY colleges.
USS representatives look forward to creating
aJJiances with several entities within and outside of CUNY to advocate benefits for higher
education. By unifying these groups that serve
the same function and have similar missions,
the groups will be on the same page. That is, all
the groups will be organized, fighting in unison, 'and working together to get CUNY students
the
best
possible
education.
"[By] doing things together, getting to know
each other, thinking ourselves as one university and defending each other, [we] will be
unstoppable," said Ellis.
'
By getting closer to people and organizations that make decisions that affect public
higher education, students will become aware
of how those decisions affect them. Hopefully,

Continuedfrom front
Spitzer, realizing that the problem of school
violence is one that requires a team effort.
""We should all be involved in finding solutions to this problem [and be] willing to try
new approaches." To assure its success, the
plan includes constant student, teacher and
administrator communication and interaction.
Spitzer's official plan includes a curriculum
designed to educate students on ways to avoid
school confrontations, the pilot student COUI4
funding for more effective school safety organizations and legislation that will give teachers more control in,their classrooms.
New York State United (Federation of?)
Teachers Executive Vice President Alan
Lubin welcomed the announcement of
Spitzer's plan. "We are excited that the
Attorney General has weighted in on this
ongoing problem," said Lubin. Lubin stated
that the programs should encourage student
development and problem solving in a
respectable manner that will improve learnmg.

"This program is going to happen," said
Marc Violette, a staff member at Spitzer'S
office in Albany. "We 'have people working
hard to put this plan into action, so it is going
to
happen."
The exact areas in which this plan will be
tested are as yet unofficial.

Alumni Gather,
Connect Students

wu»

Etnployers

ily according to the rnentee's field of study
and the mentor's work. Once paired up,
mentee and mentor are committed to invest
a minimum oftwo hours ofcommunication
per month for the three-month contractual
relationship. Assigned to each pair will be
another alumni working as a liaison to
ensure progress and objectiveness in the
relationship.
Having a program that offers the practical assistance of Baruch Alumni mentors to
students would be invaluable, stated
Associate Dean of Students Ron Aaron at
"For the most part, stuthe program's
dents have become textbook .smart," said
Aaron. "We learn theory, we don't necessarily learn practice. Putting theory to practice is really the key to success."
Besides having good grades, Aaron
believes that successful students must also
have communication, leadership and
involvement
skills.
Baruch College President Sidney
Lirztrnan said this program will provide
students with "advice that is mature and to
the
point."
"I need to know how to meet people, and
be able to network as well as make new
friends," said Tat Yee Chung, a mentee.
Although there have been similar career
development services in the past, most
,have succeeded only on a small-scale
basis. Because the pilot is in its fledging
state, with the directors and mentors being
new volunteers, opening the program to
too many students at this point would be
unmanageable. However, if successful, and
word ofthe program spreads to other alwnni, the project has the potential to become
a full-time program for the fall, With die
ultimate goal of becoming a school-widc
service in ~ future.
"With the impetlls of abe BCAA Kally
getting into this in a very big way,. said
Dean Aaron. "I really do hope that this
pilot project will be the sIart of ID8Iiy
thi
to come.
ft
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oman Urges Activism

By Franck Mongbe
Staff Writer
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BARUCH COLLEGE

;~'~~STUDENT LIFE
''''''Student Development & Counseling

15121360 PAS
9am··Bpm'

GRADUA T10N _ELIGIBILITY:
You must file an APPLICA Tl0N FOR DEGREE form with the RegistrarSs Office
in your final semester in order to be eligible to graduate and to be included in the
commencement program.

212-802-6772 '©~ceagrafx

FREE LEGAL SERVI<JRS
(l~ HOIlSing, Family, Consumer, llIU1RtIIlEilillt 1JlW)
Provided by

The Undergraduate StudentGovernment(lJSG)
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Attorney from Ct~'Y LAW SCHOOL
Emphasis: lmmigration

CHERYL KING, Attorney·At·Law
Emphasis: Honsing; Family, Consumer. and Real Estate law
For ap~~ pI~ ~isit The Student Life Office, Room 15i~ PAS
or call 802-6770
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Clarke, also, denounced police brutality in
New York.
She cited the last five cases of people beatBaruch's Professor of Black and Hispanic
en or killed by police officers that drew a lot of
Studies Marta Vega and New York City attention. "We have a mayor that does not lisCouncilwoman Una Clarke urged students to
ten to voices of minorities" she said. "Police
become more active in school and community.
officers that have been reprimanded for bad
The discussion, sponsored by the West conduct are transferred to minority communiIndian Cultural Club, Table Tennis Club and ties."
Caribbean Students Association, was held'
Vega has been fighting the battle to
March 23 in room 1440. The topics ranged
enlighten the young generation of African
from the African Diaspora in the United States descendants Tn America about the Inequalities
and Latin America to the March 24 conference
between people of different skin tones in the
on African women and their descendants in the
Latin countries. One of the point of the conferCaribbean and Latin America.
ence will be to explore and alarm students
The conference's goal is to unify the differabout racial issues in Latin American counent racial groups in order to bring out their sim- tries. Vega gave as an example, the exterminailarities and differences.
tion of a large number of African descendants
The meeting started with a discussion of in Argentina due to the fact that their skin was
issues affecting minorities.
too dark. This information was obtained by
According to Vega, the main issue in
Argentinean activists in order to denounce the
minority communities is ownership of properpractice of ethnic cleansing. The differences in
ty. Minorities do not always own the land that skin tone in Brazil resulted in the creation of at
they inhabit, according to Vega, and this is
least 300 categories which, while never black,
hurting their ability to fight for certain priviwill always remain close to it. Some examples
leges.
include "rnulatas," "cafe con leche" and "mamAnother issue discussed was police brutalmies."
ity.
Vega then took a pole of the audience to see
if any are, or are thinking of becoming active in
Police brutality has been present for many
a group to fight injustice in this country. Only
years. according to Vega. In recent years,
media coverage of the Rodney King .case, pro- one....member of the audience _~pc:>. .n ded posilively. "It takes a lot of sacrifice and a lot of
filing in New Jersey, Abner Louima and
commitment to become an activist," said Vega,
Amadou Diallo has brought the issue to the
who insists that involvement of young people
forefront.
is essential for minorities to be treated better.
Unfortunately, the same can not be said
Next at the podium was Councilwoman
about places such as Colombia and Peru, said
Clarke. Clarke immigrated from Jamaica to the
Vega. Vega noted that these countries have a
United States 44 years ago. Her career in poiireputation for corruption in its protective
tics began when she decided to get involved
forces.

with her son's education, which was different
from what she was used to in her native country. She became an active parent by trying to
understand the way the educational politics
worked in this country and slowly moved to
more active posts.
Clarke then became a council woman to
reform certain inequalities in her community
and the educational system. Now she is going a
step further and is ready to add her name to the
race for Congress.
"The potitics ofeducatton concerns-us-~'f---~
our future," said Clarke. But she was disappointed by the lack of student support when
people were protesting at City Hall against
attacks on open admissions at CUNY. She
explained that students are going to have to
broaden their views in order to benefit from the .
political laws.
Clarke also stressed the importance of the
Census 2000.
According to Clarke, the census is an
opportunity for minorities to ask for healthcare
and financial allocations. To do that, they simply have to sign up all members of their family, legal and illegal. The different districts have
put a tearn of legal defense lawyers to help
those people that are "undocumented." The districts also have an agreement with the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, saying
that they will not deport anyone who signed up
for the census and
iflegaltY living in--Ne~
York.
Clarke had this message to convey to the
students of Baruch: "education is important in
the 21st Century and it is up to [you to] shape
the future of minorities."

are

Stressed? Depressed? Dance Your Way To The Music Cure
By Germania Vasquez
Features Editor

Listening to "Blue" while taking the "A train?"
According to a Prevention Magazine article,
"College students who heard ten minutes of a
Mozart piano sonata saw their spatial IQ scores
rise 8 or 9 points." You may not be into
Mozart, but this clearly states the effect of
music. Depending on the selection, it may help
stimulate creativity and increase alertness
among other benefits.
The sound of music interestingly enough has
its benefits aside of entertainment. According
to Prevention magazine, August 1999, music
can relieve anxiety, stress, eases depression.
enhances concentration and creativity among
other benefits.
Of course we are not talking about Heavy
Metal. An example of this genre is The Sex
Pistols. During the early 70's. "They were in
existence for only twenty-six months; recorded
only one album; and changed the face of music
forever," according to promotions distributed
by The Film Forum. This music was widely
accepted because of Its theme, "freedom," as
in doing anything without placing limits and
without measuring consequences. One of their
song's title was "1 Am The Anti-Christ." One of
them died of a drug over dose.
The music referred to here may be upbeat,
energetic, rhythmic selections of your choice.
Some suggestions of upbeat are: Diana Ross,
. not amon the recommended genre of music.
Examples of energetic music would be band

rock like Eiffel 65, with "Blue." This song
specifically is very energetic. Its lyrics are not
intended to provoke bad behavior. Also, Sonic
and Sastia among others.
An example of soothing melodies is, The
Benedictine Monks, which is chant music. The
benefit of this is that it leaves opportunity for
self expression. It is very soothing. It is very
pleasant when you are by yourself. Soothing
melodies can ease stress. Most importantly, the
music of your choice should grab your attention.
You should be aware of what it is that you
want. Do you want to relax? Do you need to
energize or beat depression?
If you want to relax, listen to music while
coordinating the rhythm with certain movements.
According to the article, you should sit or lie
down, however you feel comfortable. A quiet
place where you wilt not be disturbed is important. Perhaps in a closed room with the lights
dimmed. Any genre of music wilt serve the
purpose. A love song, a ballad song by a great
voice like Frank Sinatra is fine. If you prefer a
more contemporary artist, that's perfect.
Now it's time to relax. Adding relaxation'
exercises is recommended. Starting at your
feet, gently tighten, relax your muscles. Do
this continually counting to ten. Increase the
intervals slowly and stick to this routine.
Following with twenty seconds, then thirty. In
any event, intervals of twenty is good enough.
"Afterward, you may find that you're able to
think more clearly and approach the rest of
your day with a more posmve, re axe aulook," said Doctor Suzanne Hanser, in an inter-

then upbeat music is recommended. An example would be Duke Ellington's "Take the •A'
Train," or a cheerful Beetles tune. Perhaps listen to music that is designed for aerobics even
if you don't exercise regularly. At the same
time, don't forget to breathe properly, that is,
inhale through your nose and exhale through
your mouth. Be aware that an exercise routine
should be supervised by a doctor. This article
is not intended to replace a doctor's advice.
Just go with the beat. Let the music take you.
Many times when depressed, people lock
themselves up in their apartment and munch,
munch and munch. They even read, read and
read. e key to losing depression, anxiety, stress
is to counter it by shaking up to the beat.
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Corrections
Due to an error on last issue'sfeatures section, for the credit card story, the picture was
taken by Hasani Gittens. The Golden _Key
story was written by Dean Ronald Aaron.
view with Prevention.
If you want to energize or beat depression,

Jennifer Ding.
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The Victim

HOW MANY MORE?
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David Blanks ...•...•.......
ticker_eic@,scsu.baruchcuny,edu

Immediately trailing in the wake of the controversial verdict
that outraged an entire community ,another young black man was
fatally shot by a cop in the same section of the Bronx as Diallo.
There have been numerous protests, demonstrations and rallies
throughout the city to bring attention to the problem. Now, another
young black man, Patrick Dorismond, .has become yet another
police fatality. To worsen matters, our benevolent mayor was honorable enough to. release Dorismond's previously sealedjuevenille
records b.efore he had been dead 24 hours. Not even a day could go
by without Giuliani slinging some mud - why not let dead men lie?
The truth is that, as tragic and horrific as it may sound,
Dorismond was not the first and despite whatever efforts or intentions most people may have, he will not be the last. The circumstances surrounding his death, like those ofDiallo and Ferguson, are
only symptoms of a more serious problem plaguing our city. What
exactly does-this say about the city's law enforcement agency and
the city officials that are backing them up? Do the mothers of the
young white males living on the Upper East Side or in Battery Park
City have to worry about what could happen if their sons were mistaken for a thug or a drug dealer by a cop? Would one of them ever
be gunned down b-ecause -he reached- far his wallet or told an under.cover cop that he wasn't a dealer? NO. If the cops were black and
the gunned-down victim was a young white man, would they have
been so easily exonerated? Would the mayor have so vigorously
assaulted the character-of a dead man who cannot say anything in his
defense?
If the cause of the problem is not addressed soon, it will fester
and grow even larger, like a malignant cancer eating away at the very
heart of our city. The problem is that despite the legal equality granted to all races (at least on paper), we are not all treated with the same
fairness or kindness.
Although the law may state that we are all treated the same,
these ideals have not been adequately reflected in the city's eyes of
justice and it is not what holds true in the hearts of the cops that
patrol our streets. So, the question still remains - how many more
will suffer a similar faith before anything constructive is done?
How much more blood must be spilled before we become willing to
address the problem?
.~
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Quote of the Week:

"1- want to send a message 10 all mothers in the
whole world!"
- the mother of Patrick Dorismond
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By Janice Garingo
Contributing Writer
There is a dangerous thing going on in
American culture; the bottling and selling of
rape: custom made, tailored to your needs,
complete with a lifelong spot on the therapist's
couch. It has been happening for years, but
suddenly it is a status symbol, a gateway to an
idealized fuckdom that perpetuates the standards that not only is it all right to be disturbed,
,
it is normal.
But now it has reached a saturation point.
You are a Victim. You now have status, you
have reached an idealized state. Although
according to the U.s. Department of Justice,
somewhere in, America a. woman is sexually
assaulted every two minutes, what matters is
that it is not some woman on a television that
you don't know. She is you. You are the
Victim. -Self-victimization,
Rape is horrific. It is not a sexual act, it is an
act of violence and power. It is a weapon used
in war to this day. In a large part of "completed rapes" the rapist does. not even. ejaculate.
Though it is not a sexual act it does affect
women sexually. In this culture which values a
woman's sexuality above her personality, rape
is the cancer that eats at a woman's self-worth,
robs her of trust from herself and others, and is
viewed as the ultimate death of womanhood:
the shattering of a woman's sexuality.
Womanhood and sexuality are so intertwined,
to lose one is to forsake yourself and your gender, to become an untouchable, an "if' instead
of a "she."
A woman's sense of self and identity can be
so tied up with her own sense of sexuality, and
what society calls her sexuality, that she is
expected to fall apart after the rape. She is
impure, she is unclean. Her entire identity is
then defined by one act that has happened to
her -by herself and by others as well. After
all, in a culture where thin is beautiful because
thin is sexual and the' myth of sex eQuaiS love
rides high, then what is rape? A death sentence.
It is in every magazine. From Cosmopolitan
to Mademoiselle, 'Tape is written on the headline in some manner. The message is simple.
Look a certain way and you will be perceived
as sexual. And to be sexual means you will
attain
. Fill the blank with whatever
you've wanted. To be sexual is to be god.
"The power of the female is to hold the keys to
the bedroom." an old proverb says. Is this
power? Sexuality will hold sway over the men
and be the envy of every woman. Is this the
goal women should work for? Is this the goal
that is worth the bulimia, the self-hatred, the
criticism, the low self-esteem? Is this the cross
that women are allowed to crucify themselves
on, the cross of sexuality, the need to become a
martyr for a man's sex drive in order to attain a
husband, a lover, to feel wanted, to feel needed,
and to have the chance to equate sex with love?
What happens when a woman gets raped?
Does this mean her life is over?
I researched websites that dedicated themselves to rape awareness. They were chockfull
of descriptive new vocabulary such as "survivor," "victim," "we."
The "we's" are prevalent. You do not become
an individual, you become a poster child for
rape, holding hands with the other raped m~
bers of your community. That is all you are.
You are reduced to the state of your sexual
capacity, forever working towards healing and
forever remaining victimized in your own
head.
Just as prevalent are the usage of the terms
"survivor" and "victim." You should either be
a survivor or a victim. There is no other alternat·ive.··You--must--make--the-transition-.from-one

to the other, or perhaps stay in one spot. Rape
is suddenly your identity, your crutch, what you
can point to say you were
and then
you were
. The first blank should be a
descriptive positive word and then the next
should be a descriptive negative word. You
suddenly have an identity, an affiliation, a place
to belong. You can be a victim or a survivor..

There are no' other words suddenly to describe
you, since the only words used are those to
refer not to you but to what happened to you.
A patient never says, "I am cancer." But can
one really say, "I am a survivor," without
equating oneself in some way with what happened to them?
Society forever brands you as a victim. But
that is not a bad thing, that is an ideal. Heroin
chic, the look emulated by young women
everywhere, _thinking to be thin is to be beautiful, especially glorified the starved emaciated
look that is de rigeur with smack addicts.
Entire communities ofcutters and burners band
together and act out a struggle through the skin
of one person, a perverse voyeuristic act.
Elizabeth Wurtzel wrote Prozac Nation and
suddenly the green and white pill became a
common prescription medication, to be topped
only by Viagra in the years ahead. Victimhood
is glamorized. Not only is there a sense of
identity and community, but also something
risque, cutting edge. Any teenager gifted with
a predilection for tom flannel and angst about
- any part of his life that he-is nominally unsatisfied with can reinvent himselfas Kurt Cobain's
protege. Instant pain, instant gain, perpetual
victim.
We must change this.
If a woman is raped, nothing has been stolen
from her. A woman is not just her coot, her sex.
She is her mind, her wit, her passion, her
desire. She is not broken or tainted, she did not
deserve to be hurt. A woman owns her own sex
and it cannot be taken by anyone who chooses
to put his dick inside her - whether that is by
rape or otherwise. She is expected to shut
down her sexual drives, whether that be for a
few years or an eternity, Society allows the
rapist to define his victims; society allows an
act that the woman did not choose to define
who she is. She should not be blamed for
something she did not choose, and she should
not blame herself for something she did not
choose; BychoOsmg ro
ours.elves as _
tims and perpetuating the standard of victimhood, we are saying that we are only characterized by one experience. We are only as good as
those who put their dieks inside us.
We must not define other women as victims.
We must not define other women by their sex
or be judged on their sexual past. The hysterical female is not the ideal. Rape is a horrible
act but it does not mean that it has to be all-consuming, never-ending, life-ending. If the victim
is able to enjoy sex, that does not invalidate
what happened. How victims act and think
have been so characterized that there is no
room for individuality. Not all women have
flashbacks. Not all women abstain or refrain
from sex. Not all women cry. Not all women
internalize. Being a victim is not desirable. Is
that what we want, for women to be in a constant state of pain?
What if we told our daughters that your life
wasn't over if you got raped? That it is a horrifying crime, but it doesn't mean your life has to
end. Your mind, your voice, your self-worth,
your self-image, your grace, your passion, your
sexuality is yours. We will talk anytime, but do
not let an incident that you did not choose
define who you are. What if we said it is possible to have passionate sex with men, to trust
oneself, that you can do anything you could do
before, to live?
Catharsis is important, writing, talking is
important, and unlocking the silence is
admirable. But do not let the rape become a
dictator, controlling every aspect of your
thoughts, emotions, artwork, suffusing your
mind with pain each day. You can enjoy sex,
you do not have a code of behavior to follow as
_ the.ste~L~~tim,-You_w~re~
for those minutes, those hours, those days, but
you will not be raped for the rest of your life.
Nor should you continue to perpetuate y~ur
own victimization. This is your life. Do not let
your rapist live it for you.
If you or someone you know has been raped.
call RAINN, the Rape Abuse Incest National
Network, at 1800-656-HOPE.
0
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Dear Readers,
We eagerly look forward to hearing from
you every week. The Lord knows Baruch
is far.from perfect. However, when our
email inboxes are empty, you send us the
message that everything in this school is
an we at e IC er are omg a
g
top shelfjob of reporting. Assuming this
is far from true, please, send us a post
card, a letter, an email; you can even write
your comments on a piece of looseleaf.
fold it into a paper airplane and sail it into
our offices. If you write it, we'll print it.
Tell us we suck, tell us you love us, tell us
something. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Your Ticker
the_ticker@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
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EInancipateYourself
From Mental Slavery
By Nic;'le Lovell
Senior Staff Writer

profits for Europe. Slaves in America cultivated
and created land and profits for
Europeans living in America itself as well as
abroad.
The simple factor of slave/master creates a
distinct and devastating difference in the mentality, conditioning and behavior of the
American slave. Having the ability to live
amongst yourselves in towns, to speak, teach
and practice cultural traditions strengthens a
people. The inability to do so weakens. The
laws, both written and implied, forbade any
and allcultural activities to exist between the
slaves of America. Robbed of everything,
your freedom as well as your identity, you
become either insane, a zombie, or a rageful,
hateful person. The ability to keep your identity enables you to resist total domination
because you can identify with yourself and
therefore all those similar to you and together,
you can abolish that division. Without vision
or knowledge, how can there be hope or unity?

Peace my people. I greet you with respect
and offer peace and blessings. All of the
thoughts that run through my mind have me
feeling like a track star. If you noticed, there
is a pattern in all of my op-eds pieces. My.
goal is to educate my people about themselves
'till I die, so I will use any and every opportunity to do so. Some of you reading this article
may become offended because this piece, this
column is geared towards one group of people
in particular. I say to them, this is a column - it is designed to have a particular audience!
If you don't like it, don't read it! And now,
back to our regularly scheduled program.
The issue pressing on my heart the most is
the fact that my people are divided. I hear
from so many of my brothers and sisters
hatred, discontentment and disgust with their
own.
Time after time I hear African··Ameri'cans'
vs. West·'ndians.
Tbere' is-a conAmenc~ cO-:h~bitited 'by Europeans,
.
Africans, and Native-Americans, was a new
stant battle between the two; but we are one.
land without any established form of governOur lack of unity comes from a lack of educament, economy, religion, or traditions.
tion (mis-education), communication, underAfrikans were brought to America not too
standing and respect.
long after Europeans had settled. To prevent
By lack of respect, I mean sel f-respect;
the survival and success of Afrikans and posbecause if you don't even respect yourself,
sible
retaliation against the Europeans, a sysyou cannot and will not respect others. Once
tem was developed that made it virtually
you learn to respect yourself, you can respect
impossible for all of those things to happen.
others. Respect is the key to proper education,
Since Europeans weren't seeking to colonize
communication and understanding. This is
for the purpose of residency in the Caribbean.
something we need to have.
such laws didn't exist. That is why the overThe next hurdle we must jump is education.
turn of British rule in the Caribbean, and the
If we truly knew who we were and what has
success of Afrikans was easier.
happened to us, we would understand why we
If you were told that you weren't human and
are the way we are today.
that being "you" means being evil, horrenMany people say the past is the past and stop
dous, horrible and equal to feces, as a slave
playing victim, Well we are victims. Victims
and then as a "free" man, how long would it
of white supremacy and, in turn, ourselves.
take for you to start to believe this? How
Slavery has truly destroyed us as a people.
many signs that say, "whites only," how many
This is demonstrated in the events that happen
beatings, how many lynchings, how many
in America and in Africa. People say the
stores refusing to service you, how many
Africans are so f**ked up that they kill thembusses that pass you by or force you to sit in
selves like we do here in America. I say if you
the back will it take before you start to believe
knew your history you would know that after
that
you are nothing and then you teach your
slavery came colonization.
children that? That mentally destroys generaAfter being robbed of people, fathers, mothtions. All the economic opportunities that are
ers, children, Africa was left broken and disavailable are domestic work for a group of
rupted. Colonization further disrupted the
people who have everything you don't and
lives of Afrikans. By creating false political
never will. Educational advancement is rare
and geographical borders, transporting people
and if so still means nothing when you aren't
of all different cultural backgrounds into an
recognized as anything more than a nigger
area and forcing them to co-habitate, chaos
regardless of your education, appearance or
was created. Those that were stolen and transbehavior.
ported to the Caribbean and America were furWhen you have no control of the government
ther divided.
(and thereby the laws), your education or your
The experience that the Afrikans in the
lifestyle, you have no control over your life.
Caribbean had was very different from the
You are controlled, which means you are a
~Iavery_experie~~~i_'!.the U.S., and it is this
key distinction that creates 'the tension -slave. We are not free. Wait a minute, stop the
press, hold everything. I can't say that once, I
between the two today. Not to take away from
can't say that twice. Selecta, wheel it again:
the fact that both groups of Afrikans were
WE ARE NOT FREE. I can't stress this
enslaved, but American slaves had(ve) it hardenough. My time is up for this issue, but until
est. The element that enslaved us was evernext time... STOP OLOOK AND LISTEN...
present in America, while it was rather indirect
ELEVATE YOURSELF FROM'
in the Caribbean. The purpose of slaves in the . . READ!
MENTAL SLAVERY! LET'S GET FREE!
Caribbean was to cuitivate land and generate

.
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No Coincidences
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By Hasani Gittens
Op-Eds Editor
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The White Woman's Burden

As I was thinking about it in a more sober
By Sonja Alexi
state, and contemplating the reaction I
Contributing Writer
received from the various people I told this
small story to, I came to some realizations.
Over the years there has been a huge controIn terms of an effective police state, all of
versy over the n····· word and the way it is
these shootings are pretty good. Previously,
explained in the dictionary. Now I would like
young men, especially Black, when stopped,
you to tum your attention to another word,
arrested, or even just in the vicinity of cops,
which some may consider even more offensive
may have had some self-confidence, some
after reading this. The word is "cracker," After
sense of self-worth, maybe even a little belbeing referred to as a cracker on several occaligerence at being unnecessarily harassed by
sions, I finally decided to look it up in a dictiothe 01' boys in blue.
nary, and what I discovered was shocking. So
Now, I've noticed a growing meekness of
without further ado, definitions (in no particupeople around cops. I mean, if you could get
lar order):
shot for blinking the wrong way, who would
A paper holder for a party favor that pops
when the ends are pulled sharply.
really want, to step out of line in any way,
O!<, now, I don't mind being a paper holder
shape or form? The fact that these cops have
at a party, because as we all know, when the
a slim chance of ever being held accountable
police shows up, I would be the last person
by the so-called system only adds to the trepfrisked and searched, so logically your paper
idatious atmosphere that has settled over the
and any other valuables shall be safe with me..
city-state.
But, there is no way I will favor Pops on
If we were to let the people who are our
pulling my ends sharply. It's bad enough that
servants, that is the cops and the governmy ends are seen and talked about after I had
ment, cause us to quiver in our boots, we
would be doing a great disservice to our own .several Tequilas. but the thought of Pops
pulling on them, man, that's just sick.
selves.
Another definition is:
Professor Martia Goodson, of the Black
Something that makes a cracking or snapping
and Hispanic studies department, is hosting a
"Teach-In" on police brutality this
noise.
All right, maybe when I have a cold, my
Wednesday March 29th, from 2 - 8 PM in
voice may not be so pleasant, and maybe when
room 1543, building 360 PAS. It is a forum
I run out of Prozac and snap at everybody,
for people to come, share and discuss ideas
weird sounds come out of my mouth. But, I'd
on police harassment, etc. You should all go.
be damned to be referred as a "thing." I AM a
Peace.
person and I have feelings too! Goddamit!
Then there is:
The equipment in which cracking (as ofpetroleum) is carried out.
Now, correct me if I'm wrong, but that is a

With life being so peaceful and happy, I
genuinely have something of a hard time
coming up with these op-ed pieces week
after week. Truly it is not easy to rant and
rage when you take a zen approach to life.
Be that as it may, some things have been on
my mind. Another young Black man was
shot and killed by the cops this past
Thursday, the 16th of March.
Patrick
Dorismond was basically k i lied because,
standing outside of a bar, he refused an
undercover cop who inquired as to whether
or not Patrick wanted to buy some weed.
This is sad for a few reasons. I'll let you
draw your own conclusions on that.
Personally, the news of the shooting struck
me particularly. That same Thursday, just a
few hours before Mr. Dorismond left this
world, a couple of friends and I stumbled out
of a bar around 20th Street and 2nd Ave.
Walking along Park Ave South, we stopped
while one of our party just had to make a cell
phone call. Spotting a fresh young uniformed cop at the comer, and having an
ample supply of Jack Daniels circulating
through my liver and veins, I decided to do
something stupid.
Approaching the cop, I pointed out that I
would have liked to pee on the wall he was
standing up against, but since he was there,
I'd probably get arrested and shot. "Yeah,"
he said, agreeing with a nervous chuckle and
thin smile. I smiled with him and went back
to my friends, who at this point thought I
must have been missing more than a few
chromosomes.
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sexually perverted statement and I don't think
I can discuss it without shedding a tear or two.
Yet another definition is:
A poor, usually Southern, White. used disparagingly.
Used how? See how they try to confuse you?
Anyway, I looked up "disparagingly" and it
said: "Title acquired by marriage below class."
I view this definition as a direct attack on
interracial marriages. So even if you're Black
but married to a poor Southern White, you will
be considered a cracker.
Another one is:
A native or resident of Florida or Georgia -used as a nickname.
So, if you have any relatives down South and
you decide to call them a "cracker," they have
no right to slap you upside the head, and you
have a dictionary to prove it!
This one is a little more· serious:
The snapping end ofa whiplash.
Now let me ask you something: This is the
best word people carne up with to insult a
white person? No further comment.
Last but not least. actually first:
A bragging liar.
I mayor may not be, but check the Webster's
and you will see.
Anyway, all of my crackers out there, cry to
your daddies in congress to take these definitions out of the dictionary. The only one that
should be left is "a dry thin crispy baked bread
product that may be leavened or unleavened."
P.S. A rose by any other name smells just as
sweet."
U

Editor s Note: The writer is a white girl from
the Ukraine.
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World White Web:
Bridging the Internet Gap
--

By Tani Sussman Contributing Writer
The pioneers of the Internet are the youth.
Just like the pilgrims. who left everything
behind for a fresh start and a better place, free
of persecution and inequality, for a new world.
But some are questioning weather the Digital
Divide will- make the Internet a place of freedom and equality for all.
At "Silicon Alley 2000," an Internet trade
show held in New York City, a panel of African
American Internet entrepreneurs, including
Darien Dash, CEO of DME Interactive
Holdings and Scott Mills, CEO of BET.com,
attacked the issue of equal Internet access for
all.
Mills sees the lack of African American
involvement in the technological revolution as
two fold: the "cost component" and the "utiIization component."
The cost component, Mills says, can be
solved by government intervention. He stated
that the government should give stipends or
vouchers for PCs and Internet connections to
minority groups, which, he thinks, will allow

.lJIIinorities Jag. behindwhites when it comes'
to Internet usage, but
some predict that will
soon change.
minorities to overcome the lofty monthly payments just to have access to the. Monthly payments for Internet access can range from $20 to

Mills points out that "no {minority communi-

ty] had an offering that was as comprehensive
or robust" as other communities. He also
asserts that until recently, dot-coms and other
technology-'companies have
marlceied
to the black community.
The number of African Americans using
the Internet speaks for itself.
According to Forrester's, an independent
research finn that analyzes technology change
and its impact on businesses, consumers and
companies, research shows that 85 percent of
whites, compared to 12 percent of African
Americans, 3 percent ofAsian Americans and 8
percent of Hispanic Americans, are embracing
the Internet as a way of life.

notnlass-

ing minority content to the Internet, has asserted that the "cold hard reality" is that the business world sees minorities as consumers, not as
contributors.
Dasfi~uSes iJi:- music industry as a paradigm
of that perception and an example of how it
can be fixed.
Dash pointed out that urban culture does not
usually own the enterprises they use and support. He uses the record business as an example
of an industry that the African American community usually does not have a lot of control
over. But there are exceptions, such as rapper
and entrepreneur Master-P and his record label,
Cash Money Records. Dash explained that
minority players in the music industry have
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$24.99, depending on the service provider.
Mills sees the utilization component as more
complicated, but says it can be easily solved
without government intervention. He says that
there is a lack of demand for the Internet in
minority communities because e-businesses
have not personalized the content they deliver
to individual minority communities. In addition, Internet companies are not aggressively
pushing their products to underser:ed com~u
nities as ey ave one 1
campaigns to non-minority communities,
according to Mills.

The report projected that this phenomenon
will soon change, as black and Latino communities are experiencing an enormous boom in
Internet usage.
Forrester's
estimates
that
African
Americans will increase their usage of the
Internet in excess of 25 percent, or 3.8 million
by the end of this year. They also predict that
the number of Asian Americans and Latinos
online will increase to 2.1 million and 3.6 mil-

Dash, who is CEO of the first publicly-traded, black owned business committed to bring-

grabbed a larger piece of the distribution .revenues and content of those .ccmpanies.
He urges the black community to be more
involved with all revenue-producing aspects of
their society. as opposed to just being consumers.
But Dash says that this is changing and will
continue to change.
Will the digital age mean increased benefits
and equality for all, or will it be just another
tween the rich
and the poor? According to Dash the answer
lies in our hands.
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Men's Baseball Team Wins Its Season Opener
By Bob_Greenburg/Contributing Writer
and Kenyatta Pious/Sports Editoe

r

In a season featuring new faces and a strong
blend of seasoned veterans, Baruch opened the
2000 baseball year with a decisive 12-1 victory over Cooper Union.
This blending of talent was no better evident
than in the opener as AU-eUNY IB George
Tamayo (2 doubles, 3 RBI's) and newcomer
Adam BottigJieri (2 hits. 3 RBI's), were key in
securing Baruch's victory. Tamayo, playing in
his senior year, is one of--the best 'first basemen
in the region and is a definite contender for AIJAmerican status. Last season, Tamayo batted
.394 and was a CUNY-Knick All-Star.
Bottiglieri, a transfer from John Jay college,
has been a 28 CUNY All-Star the past two seasons.
This season features a new face on the coaching lines. Scott Losche, no stranger to Baruch
athletics, takes over the reins from Buddy
Heffernan. Losche played baseball for Baruch
for four years and was an assistant to
Heffernan for two years. A quality athlete,

Losche has a keen eye for the game.
Joining him on the coaching lines are sharp
baseball men. Basil Tarasko guided the
Beavers of City College to a CUNY title in
1995. Jerry Sidman was a star athlete for John
Jay and Frank Dursi, one of the best in the
business. returns as the pitching coach.
The Statesmen will return Greg Clerkin, a
player being closely looked at by scouts.
Clerkin is a strong bat who hit .362 and led the
team in RBI's with 33. Clerkin was also a
CUNY All-Star. The team will also return AIIKnick SS Shawn Ponce (.361) and Rookie of
the Year, catcher Tom Belmonte. Other returning outfield veterans include: OF Joe
Caradonna (.354),Sulman Zaheer (.268) and
Gary Alford (.286).· Joining this outfield trio
will be Mike Lazzara, a standout at Xaverian
High School.
The infield is tight especially with slick fielding Anthony Antonette anchoring down third
base. Newcomer Kevin Clark is an excellent
backstop and Clark had the good fortune of
catching future pro Rudy Lugo while attending
Xaverian. The team also returns Peter Park, a

team on the scoreboard with a hit. Ponce. who
nimble left-hander, and hard-throwing righty
got on base with a walk but did not get a hit,
Vmny Torregiano. Park, Caradonna, Clerkin,
had a marvelous defensive game.
Tamayo and Torregiano give Losche a fonniOther notables: Frank Brunner went two-fordable pitching team.
four; Adam Clark. went two-for-three and
In Losche's highly anticipated second game
Antonette went two-for-five.
The game
against rival John Jay, the Statesmen won an
showed that Baruch is a team that can compete
impressive victory, 9-2 Baruch has not beaten
against
anyone so long as players continue to
John Jay since 1995! Hopefully this will be a
work hard
sign of good things to come this season and
There were a couple of plays when the
beyond.
Statesmen did not make the routine play.
George Tamayo had a monster game. Tamayo
There were also times when the team did not
pitched the entire nine innings.. Tamayo
execute the proper way because players missed
allowed only two runs on five bits, six walks
signs to bunt etc. These are things that need to
and eight strikeouts. Tamayo contributed on
the offense, going three-for-five with a home- . be worked OR•. Theteam is- defmitely -on the
right track and with the zealousness of Coach
run and added three RBI's. Losebe summed up
Losche, the season promises to be an exciting
Tamayo's performance, saying, "If he stays
one.
focused and continues to play hard, he has a
The next home game for Statesmen is on the
real opportunity to be drafted. He has the tal30th at 4:00 PM. All home games are played
ent to be a major leaguer!"
at
the American Legion in Brooklyn. For addiThe victory was truly a team effort. Clerkin,
tional information on getting there or other
who struggled early, also added a long balL In
team-related issues, contact Ralph Sirianni at
the early going, it was Bottiglieri who laid
(212) 387-1274. (See athletic update at bottom
down a bunt that resulted in the Statesmen
ofpage if this number does not work.)
loading the bases. FROSH Lazzara got the

Jon Minners' Commentary Corner
but then baseball season comes around and

By Jon Minners

with basketball heating up. hockey gets rele. gated ~o the sports blurb section. I swear. the
w~ers of the Stanley Cup last year were
. announced in a small section next to news
about soccer. equestrian and bass fishing. Poor
guys.
The Knicks beat the Bulls. Take that all you
Bulls fan. No plural. There really aren't many
left. Even Michael Jordan doesn't like his old
team. The Knicks beating the Bulls isn't so
big anymore. That sucks.
What else sucks? Hmm ...How about the fact
.that the St. Johns Storm lost in the NCAA tournament? I had high hopes for them. You know
what the): need to do to win next year? They
need to bribe high school stars to join their
team. That would be cool. .
Well, I guess I have to root Seton Hall on. It
amazes me that a school can put a lot of heart
and soul, not to mention money into their athletics program.. but couldn't spare a dime to
install sprinklers to protect those students in
the fire. It's a real shame that athletics gets
more attention than personal safety. At least
win it for those people who were happy to be at
Seton Hall and bad their lives tragically cut
short. Then after that, rethink where your priorities should lie.
Well, before I go, let me make a gratuitous
plug. If you like this section, read the Asylum,
inserted in this paper.. I'm the editor for heaven's sake. Well, time for me to study for my
mid-term. Ciao...

Asylum Arts Editor

l lev

\,p'

lhis addition of the Minners

Commentary Comer may be a little shorter this
issue as mid-terms have thorough lv
- kicked mv
~

j ,,:

~

dl hav c an Italian mid-term left and to help •

stud». ! toyed with the idea of writing this column :utall) in Italian. Then I realized I don't
know ~iTIY. so I'm sorry I g.ot ) our hopes up.
\\d I. it looks like you readers are getting
more of what you want. You asked for Baruch
sports and la-.a issue's sports page didn't even

mention major league sports. I guess l ' II talk a
little more about it.
The baseball team had me a little disappointcd as they routed their opponents 6-0 in a
scrimmage game. I was a tad upset that the
coach of the team let his players run up the
score. Couldn't you guys have won 1-0 or 2O? Just kidding.
It was upsetting to hear about the misfortunes
of the volleyball team. I totally understand
your plight, having to restructure and all. You
get much props for working hard to come
together as a team and I applaud your efforts
and root you on as you make your way to the
championships.
Late breaking news as we are going to press:
a report from Atlanta states that as this paper
goes to the printers, John Rocker still sucks.
I feel bad for hockey fans out there. For a little while. hockey gets major play in the papers,

Men's Volleyball Team
Splits Two Matches
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
Last week, the Baruch volleyball team split
two matches against John Jay and York.. The
team was led by two freshmen in both matches. Hitter Kirill Vakhranev averaged 20 kills
and 10 digs per match, Setter Danish Nadeem
averaged 10 assists.
The team lost a tough match against Yark, 3IS, 15-8, 7-15 and 13-15. The team fain:d bet-

ter in the close win against John Jay, 15-2, 815, 15-8, 6-15 and 15-10. The team is now 419.

The Statesmen are gearing up for playoffs
which begin on April 4. All things considered,
the team may still make some noise in the playoffs, The team's next home game is on
Tuesday, March 28, against NYCfe at 7 PM.
All home games are played in the 23rd Street
building on the sixth floor.
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When I was a kid. I used to think
nothing could be better than girls and
basketball.
Love and basketball
seemed like a perfect fit and finally
someone else agreed.
On April 22. first time feature
filmmaker GINA PRINCE-BYTHEWOOD will present a storv
., she wrote
and directed, entitled Love and
Basketball, starring Omar Epps and
Sanaa Lathan. In watching this film,
I got my fix of both love and basketball, but also came upon the realization
that Bythewood has a major future in
this business. Her first film is a serious
contender in the box-office playoff
race.
"My main driving force was to make
a black love story with a backdrop of
basketball,"she said.
Love and Basketball succeeds in getting Bythewood what she wanted. The
film takes place in four quarters. The
first quarter introduces Quincy
McCall, later played by Epps, to
Monica Wright, who will later be
"-

do anything, even put their love in
jeopardy. Not only is this a great love
story, but.it is also a story of inspiration for young girls and couples struggling to make ends meet. Unlike other
movies dealing with the same romantic
themes, Love and Basketball is definitely a different type of film.
"Some people just don't think
women can -play ball," Bythewood
said. '"I wanted to put it out there that
we can, and I used that as a backdrop
for a love story about two people trying to achieve their dreams without
losing each o t h e r . "
It is that simple idea that makes this
movie amazing. An excellent storyline
is only advanced because both characters do a tremendous job and amaze the
audience with the chemistry they have
with one another.
. "It's all acting," Lathan said with a
laugh, joking about her chemistry with
Epps. "That was just a gift. It was
written so well. The characters were
so fleshed out that it worked."

McCall (Epps) and Wright (Lathan) Share a Tender Moment After a Tough .
Game
Wright's first sexual experience. In
that scene, Epps' character pulls out a
.condom and even takes it out of the
wrapper. The scene seemed to have an
important message to it, and that message was well noted.
"The scene had a point," Bythewood
said. "I did not want it to be a gratuitous scene. Most films make it look
simple, easy and romantic, but this was
romantic, but you saw how scared she
-. was," .

USc
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Director Gina Prince-Bythewood (left) Shares a Laugh with Saana
Lathan (right)
played by Lathan. Epps and Lathan
take over in the second quarter, which
takes place in high school and follows
their hoops career there. The third
quarter takes a natural progression into
the world of college sports as both
McCall and Wright try to make it to the
pros. Finally, the fourth quarter is a bit
of a life lesson period. It is in the
fourth quarter that the real world hits
the characters and they react to the
sudden changes in their lives.
As each quarter goes by, the two
characters develop their relationship,
encountering many obstacles that test
their relationship to the point where it
may not make it. That is for you to .
find out.
And there is no reason why you
wouldn't want to. The story is brilliantly written. The characters are
beautifully portrayed and the themes
are strong and inspiring. The basketball scenes are exciting enough to
make me want to lace up my sneakers
and hit the courts again. The romance
is just as intense as any playoff game
we have ever seen. Even us guys can
appreciate a love story of this magnitude.
Struggling to melt In e wo
of basketball, McCall and Wright will

Strangely, that chemistry may not
have been present in this film had
Lathan not tried so hard to get the role.
She had the talent as an actress, but
Lathan just didn't know how to play
ball. Showing her determination,
Lathan practiced and added that skill
to her repertoire without even knowing
if she had the part.
""I started playing with my brother
and some of his friends, and then they
got me a coach," Lathan said of her
basketball experience. "It took five
months. I definitely have a new
respect for [basketball]."
The rest seemed easy. Almost too
easy, as Bythewood seemed to get
everything she wanted. She had every
'actor and actress in mind for each role
to be cast.
"I knew I wanted Omar because I'm
a fan of his work," Bythewood said. "I
got all my first choices for everybody.
I was lucky."
Luck would continue as a meeting
that only lasted ten minutes got :
Bythewood more money than she
asked from New Line Cinema. The
company never came onto the set or
interfered during editing; it never

,
came to a scene involving McCall and

Still, Epps hopes that this film also
shows people how hard it is to make
your dreams come true and how sometimes your plans don't go as expected.
"It's obvious," he said. "You have to
have a backup plan. Everything concerning entertainment and the money
behind it. You have to have a backup
plan no matter what you do. But. .. you
know ... follow your heart."
And that's where the complete message U~~~ Intl1~ fil~.~.b()th~~rs follow
their hearts. And outside the .film it
was also all about following your
heart.
Bythewood can appreciate
Wright's character, because in a sense,
that character is her. Bythewood is a
young, black, woman director, and that
is rare in the field, indeed.
"I'm used to being the only girl doing
this stuff," she said. "They told me so
few women make it. That was the
biggest negative comment I received."
Yet, she overlooked that negative
comment and did succeed. Two years
devoted to writing this film paid off
Her dream came true and her vision hit
the screen. She all ready has another
movie ready to begin filming, which
will also star Lathan, but right now,

-SmaU scenes like-this subtly deliver
powerful messages. In fact, most of
the messages are subtle, yet powerful.
It feels like you are just watching a
romantic love story with some intense
basketball action thrown in, but what
you are really getting is a lesson about
the struggle to find one's own identity.
McCall must decide if basketball is
what 'he always wanted when his
father, a former pro star he idol ized,
confesses to cheating on his wife.
Wright must struggle with her mother
who feels awkward around her
"tomboy" daughter. She must also
struggle with the fact that her temper
may be desired in men's ball, but it is
frowned upon in the women's leagues.
The two
must also
decide
what
IS
m 0 r e
important,
making
the score,
or showing "your
I 0 v e .
They must
overcome
all odds to
make
it
professionally
and
McCall (Omar Epps) Plays Some one-on-bne with Wright
socially.
(Suna Lathan) .
The i r
struggle is
Love and Basketball is all that matters.
something everyone can appreciate.
"The only fear is, Bytbewood said,
"I think the film definitely has a pos"no one goes to see it." . - '
itive effect," Epps said. "I think it
From the reaction of the audience,
gives something else for kids to dream
she has nothing to- worry about.
. in es
iall oun black girls.
It gives them hope."
_I
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THE BATTLE OF LOS ANGELES IS ALL THE
RAGE
By Jeffrey Belsky
~-----

The Breakdovvn on Snlackdovvn
By Badseed
If you read my preview of Smackdown
in Issue I of the Asylum for this semester.
you knew you were in for the hottest
wrestling title ever. Well. Smackdown
has been released and it definitely lived
up to its expectations.
Since in the last preview, I gave a pretty good run down of what to expect, in
this review, I will break it down for you
in several categories that I only touched
upon in the preview.
Game modes: Besides the regular singles. tag-team and Royal Rumble modes,
this game also features a special referee
mode where you get to be the ref.
Smackdown also includes a real fallscount-anywhere in the building match
where just by whipping your opponent
into a room, you can end up laying the
smackdown in the kitchen, boiler room,
or even the parking lot. Just be careful
when you throw your opponent into a car.
He may actually set off the alarm. Cool.
Also, realistic graphics allow you to grab
a shopping cart or stretcher and wheel it
into your opponent over and over again.
That will teach him.
The major mode of this game was the
season mode. First, take your created
stars and put them through a preseason
mode to determine your allies and your
enemies. and then move on to the season
mode and watch your wrestler climb his
way to the top. In the middle of all the

action, wrestlers will offer you advice,
rib you for being a bad wrestler or attack
you in the dressing room.
Some game magazines said they Were
disappointed by this mode, saying it wasn't everything that it was cracked up to
be. They don't know what the hell they
are talking about. I have never seen anything like it and being THQ's first WWF
venture on Playstation; I can only'. imagine how far WWF games will progress.
Badseed's Bottomline: 5 out of 5.
Graphics: The wrestlers are hand
drawn and this makes for some of the
most realistic movements in a wrestling
game. This totally beats Attitude's
image mapping of wrestlers onto polygon figures. Also, these wrestlers don't
just fall down on a hit. They stagger.
They hold their backs or their legs. They
don't get right back up as if nothing happened. This is truly a realistic wrestling
title, right down to the fans clicking their
cameras and the flash bulbs going off in
the stands.
Badseed's Bottomline: 5 out of 5.
Controls: Easy as easy can get. You
don't have to tap right, the triangle button
three times, stand on your head and jump
out the window just to get a headlock on
your opponent. Simply press a grapple
button and a directional pad and voila,
instant body slam or suplex, etc. Even
the L 1 button is the only button you need

Badseed's Bottomline: 2 out of 5.
Replay Factor: This game is definitely a game you will
want to play all the
time. It is a great
game to play when
....::
you have company
over. Ifyou have a
multi-tap, you can
have a four-player
free- for-all. I had
a lot of fun playing
with my friends in
the Royal Rumble
mode. I had more
fun turning friends
against each other
" and aggravating
them
when
I
wouldn't count a
The Undertaker Does Battle with Big
pin fall in the special referee mode.
Bossman Backstage in the Boiler Room
This game is a party
game and has an excellent replay value.
that.
Badseed's Bottomline. 5 out of 5.
Badseed's Bottomline: 5 out of 5.
Sound: This is the only bad part of the
Overall Grade: Off the Scale. This
game. I don't care so much that they
game has set the pace for all other
have the ring entrances and the videos for
wrestling titles. I can't wait to see what
each wrestler. I like it, but I could go
THQ will do next. Smackdown lays the
without it. What I need is announcing
smackdown on the wrestling video game
while I wrestle and this game doesn't
industry and that's the bottomline 'coz
have that. Announcing makes the game
Badseed said so.
more realistic. Hopefully, they will fix
this problem the next time.
to pull off a finisher when your opponent
is groggy. It doesn't get any simpler than

~~
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Syphon Filter 2: Bigger is Better
By Karl D. Boulware
If you hav e nev er played the first
Syphon Filter you are in luck. The second coming is out and. the stars at 989
STUDIOS have worked out most of the
kinks and put In a few extras for game
fans. Not only did they increase Gabe
Logan's weapon selection by adding a
crossbow and a flamethrower, a new tar~

than making it through to the end of a
board only to be ambushed and getting
wiped out with a shot to the head. The
developers added other goodies into the
game like a death match with zany characters ranging from the well-known to
the more obscure. Extra levels can be
unlocked for the death match through the

www.ign.com

Gabe- is -Baclfan(JTflISUnfo-nunale~an
latces One To The
Face for His Team. That'll Teach Him
geting system has been implemented.
making the player that much deadlier.
The AI has also been upgraded. Gone are
the days of enemies standing still and
walking aimlessly. The Agency's goons
are more focused and they have also
Improved theIr aim. They are much 1Il00e
deadly, able to take you out with a wellaimed bullet! There is no worse feeling

one player mode. Saving your game is
more convenient now that you have the
option of saving at individual checkpoints instead of having to successfully
make your way to the end of each level in
one sitting.
Another improvement is a new script
ing technology that will allow new levels
of interactivity between you and non-

playable characters. For instance you
might overhear soldiers talking about the
Agency's plans and have one more objective added to your list. Gabe's partner
Lian Xing also has been given a more
integral part in the game, allowing you to
playas her in 8 levels. This allows for a
more interesting gamming experience as
you begin the game searching for each
other and alternating the advancement of
the story during the first seven missions.
As the first Syphon Filter came to an
end we learn the Agency, a corrupt-secret
U.S. intelligence group, was behind the
Syphon Filter virus. Gabe Logan, its top
operative, has uncovered the conspiracy
and he must stop them form selling the
virus to the highest bidder. In Syphon
FIlter 2. we find that the Agency has gone
as far as to blame Gabe for the viral outbreaks to cov er their trail. So now Gabe
is on the run trying to clear his name.
Spanning two CD's, this game otTers
more than 21 new levels for Gabe to traverse like the Colorado Rockies, New
York, and Moscow. The majority of
these areas will be outside environments
on three continents. As usual, there are
bosses to hunt and I have first hand experience that they are some of the nastiest
ever.
I enjoyed Syphon Filter very much. It
was a game that grew on me. Every time
it got more difficult, the more I got into
it. This game is much more difficult than
the first title. Although it take a while to
get used to how everything works, once
you are comfortable, you enjoy taking
headshots and blowing up things. From
what I have seen and played so far, fans
of the original will be extremely happy
with the sequel. Offering more of what

made the fist game so popular arid many
additions, I think this game will be another blazing hit for the studios of989.

----

-

Played to a mostly freaky, pierced,
and weird sold-out crowd, this first KRock Low Dough Show of the new
millennium was worth WAY more than
the ninety-two cent ticket price (well,
really $6.92, including Ticketmasters
greedy service charge, but still worth
it). Sponsored by Nantucket Nectars
and Guinness, all three bands delivered
fine performances, If you were lucky
enough to get tickets, you were treated
to one helluva two-hour show.
Eight-Stops-Seven opened the show
with a twenty-five minute set, consisting of five electric songs, arid one
acoustic-electric s.ong. The band
showed promise on their harder material (Satisfied), but lacked musicality
with the bland chords of the acousticelectric song. A HUGE mistake on
behalf of the promoter, Eight-StopsSeven should have been put on an alternative bill, and NOT a heavy-metal bill.
"What is this?" came from a girl standing near me dressed in a Kittie tank top.
And she's right; it was just a horrible
matchup, -That is why even though they
weren't that bad, a few people in the
audience had the nerve to throw paper
balls and other objects onstage during
their performance. The group's singer
said, "I'd like to thank everyone for
comin' out here tonight, except for
these f--in' aholes in
the
crowd."
I couldn't agree
more.

Choke. Bowman may be short and cute,
but don't judge a book by its cover,
because she sure made everyone think
twice with her ferocious yells (including
the disrespectful few who said "show us
your tits"). The Canadian ladies who
don't have any homework while on tour
(would you rather study Calculus or
open for System of a Down?) covered
Pink Floyd's Run Like Hell, and made
Mom and Dad, who are also Kittie's
managers, very proud parents.
And yes, what could a great heavy
metal show be without System of a
Down? Ever since they blasted off with
Sugar, it was pure energy and smiles.
The 500+ audience members sang along
to all the tracks of their gold self-titled
debut album. Never have I seen a band
having more fun performing than
SOAD. Guitarist Daron Malakian
jumped off the tier in-between the
ground floor and the first level .and
crowd surfed atop the waves of adoring
fans (which isn't too dangerous since
he's all skin and bone). He bashed out
mostly power chords and smacked his
guitar (to get that unique sound), giving
the ballsy moshers a reason to slam into
each other. TankUln did a cute little
Russian dance on Peephole (You know,
the one where you hold your arms to the
side and kick with each leg), which was
one of the
man y
highlights

o
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System of
a Down's
last concert for a
while.

It's been an AWFULLY long time
since their last multi-platinum album.
that is,
1996,
when the People
of the Sun and
the Bulls On
Parade took over.
Rage proves once
again that their
music is well
worth the wait
with
THE
BATTLE
OF
LOSANGE-

LES.
They still have
many problems
to clear up, and
are more pissed
than ever. No
songs about relationships can be
found, but the
only song about a
girl you will find
Maria,
a
is
sweatshop worker. Zack de la

Rage Against
Rocha ~ Chllck
D-influenced
vocal assault is as fierce as ever, with
lyrics rising to a new level. Calm Like
A Bomb is exactly like it sounds - a
sonic attack that starts off cute like
Bombtrack and then crashes down into
an explosion with de la Rocha screaming, "ignite!" around five times. Mic
Check raises '£.1Iin.K~ bass level quite a
few notches, and Harvard graduate Tom

Liquid Skin Gets Under Your Skin
By Jessica Rubenstein

Kittie,
g- no· - the
distortion
heavy
pedals
met a I
whatsochi c k
ever, the
quartet
Armenian
fro m
.'..
..,-, ,~
frontman
Canada.
System of A Down (pictured here) performed with displayed
started
Kittie and Eigh~Stops-Sevenfor 92-cents.
his vocal
off their
talent on
h a I fMind, growling "Go away. go away, go
hour set with Spit, the title track from
away, go a-WAAAAAAAY!" leaving
their debut album. On a school night
many people including myself, a sore
and a heavily amped stage, the girls,
throat for quite some time. Switching
dressed mostly in black, include bassist
from ferocious vocals to high-pitched
Talena who wore a flashy short silver
Members from Gomez
shrieks (DDevil, Suggestions), Tankian
skirt and delivered plenty of fuel to fire
adds that ironic element of humor into
up the crazy mosh pits. Singer Morgan
such serious music. They have begun
Lander, sporting a new short haircut
Liquid Skin
work on a new album, according to
and a tube top, gutturally screamed
VIRGIN
Malakian "because I want to." And with
through most of the dark set, including
The UK based group Gomez's album,
great music and performances like
Suck and Jonny. Mercedes, Morgan's
Liquid Skin seems to be modeled on
these, we'll ALL be looking forward.
younger sister by two years, pounded
the latter days of Pearl Jam and a bit of
Kittie joined System onstage for the
her massive drum set in the beginning
Dave Matthew~. People who listen to
. final tune of the evening, much to the
of Charlotte, (as well as the other
these bands should find Liquid Skin to
delight of everyone. They say, "you get
songs) which showed the soft side of
their liking.
what you pay for" - but no one did - we
the singer's voice. Morgan took out her
all got much more.
black Flying V- guitar and passed the
vocals to guitarist Fallon Bowman on

Rock and R&B Go Hand In Hand
By Jessica Rubenstein
I personally love the music of Lenny

Kravitz, displayed in the CD entitled S. .,
The music played by Kravitz sounds
very similar to that of Jimmy Hendrix.
He seems to resemble and idolize
Hendrix. One, he has done over some
songs in his other album as well as this
one (American Woman, etc.) and has
even gone out of his way to look like
him (hair style, clothing, etc.)
I just adore this album with it's great
songs about relationship but done to
lOck lIlusic. Personally, I'm loving
R&B.,. and I enjoy seeing rock songs

Morello makes all sorts of unusual noises
with his guitar, including the usual
turntable,
a
bomb, and a
helicopter.
The disc's
'opener, Testify,
is as heavy as
they get, fused
with a couple
seconds
of
funk. Morello
converts
his
custom-made
Fender into a
machine gun,
pelting
out
rounds
and
rounds of bullets
on
Guerrilla
Radio, getting
your
blood
flowing
on
those
early
mornings. The
choking guitar
represents the
struggle of the
the Machine Live
people on. New
Millennium
Homes, and Voice of the Voiceless start
off with a "yearning for freedom"-type
riff: which is about Mumia Abll-Jamal, a
journalist currently on death row for the
controversial murder of a Philadelphia
police officer.
Stronger than ever on this third release,
RATM still show it is clearly the premier
political rap-rock group.

which allow one to get into the mood.
With regards to the songs in this album,
Of course, I lovef'ly Away and American
Woman. The latter which, has quite an
interesting video featuring Heather
Grah·am, just makes one want to listen to
the song to. conjure up images of the
video. My favorite song on this CD is I
Belong to You which has only recently
seen increased airplay. I love this song as
it seems to be a great mix of R&B and
Rock and perfectly sets the mood. The
words to this song are great as well.
~ This CD belongs to you, so-buy-it-to~da:a:Y'F"-~~~~~~~~~~~7G~

Unfortunately I don't care for the other
two bands so I didn't really
-_. like Gomez~ Their tone too
monotonous. The five members of Gomez set off a
huge buzz last year with
their debut album, Bring it
On. I never heard that CD,
but Liquid Skin sounds like
the members of Gomez are
experiencing a hangover
right from their first track.
At other times it sounds as
if the music could be
straight from the 60's antiwar days.
This music just seems too
boring but perhaps it is just
this album, for I have heard that their
prior album, Bring it On, was quite
good. Still, this album can get quite
monotonous and I therefore just couldn't bear it. Overall, while I do not like
this album, I would recommend it to
those who enjoy Pearl Jam and the
Dave Mathew's Band or anyone who
does have a hangover and won't mind.
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By Kin Ping Koo
The formula for success In films such <is Scream,
She's All That. American Pie, and I Know What You
Did Last Summer <ccm-. tl) he a )- oung cast and a
thrilling script. The \kl!!!" producer ~-:il \lo7"iu, who
al . . l) produced I K.lh)\\ What You did Last Summer, is
!l\)fli1:::' lP rcpc.i: i.i:,ll "L~~-':~':-,,, h~ once again -':Ll:-.t!ng ~l ;C\\
otthc houc . . ! ~.o~!i1g "L!r" ' i ' l lollvwood.
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\\ ith . . t.rr- >;..,.,,: .1,h!~';L! .l.ic k.. . ,)!L Paul \\:!iker. and
Lcsl i,: Hihh, h,,: 1.... Jl'rinitL":,:-. targeting the hottest market
PLlt there. I rcccnt lv had ihc chance to chat \\ ith them at
the Rp}LlI Riglu I Iotc i. ThL' ...,tar~ were rotated In and out
tor round table mtcrv le\\ s, and I was surprised to see
that <orne \\ ere actually ncrv t)US. How cver, their fresh
demeanor h rart ,)1' \\ h3t makes them so appealing,
smc~ they ha\ en 't grov.. n a thick media skin }o'd.
Joshua Jackson was in good humor after being out late
hut \\as clearly exhausted. On responding to v.ho he
hoped \\ould see the movie. he said, "Well I'm hopingI'M hoping EVERYBODY will see the movie, but
demographically speaking, it's not by accident that
Universal chose myself: Paul Walker, Hill Harper and
Leslie Bibb tor the four main leads of this film. That
aside, what made it enticing to me was that it's not really a teen genre film. The leads are young but it's not a
She's All That. Which Paul was in. There's no problem
with those movies, but I \\ anted to do something different. I wanted the opportunity to tell a different story. I
think, maybe. perhaps, I hope, this appeals to a broader
base of people."
Joshua came ,in after Paul Walker, \\here Paul warned
him to \\atch out for us. \1y little group? I suppose the
relationship question thre\\' him a bit. So is this 26-yearold cutie in\ 01\ ~d \\ ith anyone'? He pushed his chair
a\\ ay from the table \\ hen asked. "There's someone I
care ant)ut \ cry much." \\"hat a blissfully lucky girl.
b there an Ideal role for you'? Smiling, Paul replied,
.., like thiS question, I get it a lot and I hope that in
an::.\\-cring it. It might become a reality one day. I have
thl::'> fa~cm~ltion \\ nh the medie\ al period. Knights,
:.mnors, horses- I It)\ ~ it."
\\'hat did he kno\\ ahout secret societies?
"'I didn't e\ cn knt)\\ thcy exist~d. I had no idea.
actllallv didn't e\ell kno\\ until I arri\cd in Toronto."
I hc) t,)ld him. '''thh r\..'ally happens and I \\as Iik~ oh it
J,)e::--'.) IJu~t thdu l1t- il \\:h a '-.tor:.' It's cool hearing that
It· .... h:bl'J ,)n truth heeau'-.' rer--onall)- I 10\ed (kroher
~h. \. I 11..)\ -: llh)\ le:-. rt1.lt ~lre b~bCJ on truth l)[ s,)me fact."
~alJ Jd~hua, "\\ hen i l:;-...,t r~.lJ the ~cript Ill) first ..:ntILI~rn \\;,b I lhuu~ht the)' \\ -:re kIdding. I said no one's
gOlI1~ tu he i ie\ e thIS, that these \1achia\ ellian instltutHHb arc Inll'sting :\menca\ hrain trust in thc hy
Lca~ue,
But onc~ I \\3~ told that. I \\as absolutely
errant. I startcd to research and once I actual I) got the
joh I talked to Roh a lot and John Pogue the \\ rit~r \\as
actually a graduate of Yale, and they tapped him into the
\\'ilkc's head, He didn't jOlI1 but he had seen all the tapring rituals, not the shadier rituals that go on behind the
closed doors. It's not callcd secret societit:s by accident.
It's mostly conjectun:. People think they know what
goes on, and people can say well they've heard this and
thev'n: heard that but nobody- actuallv kno\\s either the
moti\'ations or the actions of these groups."
lIo\\- did these young stars choose this alternative
likstyle, while the rest of us are at college:
The Dawson Creek star's acting career began as a
"confluence of eyents and timing:' brought on by his
mother the casting director. "She was very specific
ahout the thing.s that she \\ ould let me
os ua sal .

g

~

~

"I only auditioned once a month and on the weekends... I
enjoy the hell out of working on film sets.~
He started in commercials and soon held parts in a few
feature films such as Crooked Hearts and Mighty Ducks.
The star ofWB's Popular had attended college briefly
where she grew up in Virginia, and describes herself as
a "girl next door.~' Well~ she shed that image when, at
16, she won a national beauty contest sponsored by
Oprah Winfrey and, two years later, found herself living in New York City.
\Vhile modeling brought Leslie to New York fulltime at-the age of 18, acting is what kept her here. In
fact, she lived right around Baruch. But after completing a prestigious three-year drama program in
New York and traveling through Europe for six
months, she set off for Los Angeles. "I would never
ever map it out this way." she said. "I feel very much
like Ii fe has been about a lot of luck, and being in the
right place at the right time."
Born and raised in Southern California, Paul
began his professional career as a model and
actor while still a child. After .....graduating
..... from
high school, he considered various career possibilili~~ including marine biology beforc com:n i tl i ng to acti ng as a pro fession. Paul made his
kature fi 1m debut in the comedy Meet The
Deedles.
Joshua had wanted to attend college. IS he
still looking to do so?
"Yt:ah," he said, but it's something that I'm going
to ha\e to v.ait for. It's almost an impossibility while
I"m doing Dawson's Creek. My schedule is one not
fixed, it changes evcryday and the consumption of
time ... " he sighed. "I'm not one of those Type A
personalities that can be doing everything all the
time. I need my rest," he laughs. "I have three more
years on my contract with Dawson's Creek so the bulk
of the next bit of my life will be dedicated to working
down in North Carolina."
"Would you study philosophy,"" T asked, having read that
he enjoyed the subject.
"Mmhmm, Philosophy. history and probably english.."
He was asked if he would consider attending an Ivy
League scho<?l.
fthe

fantastic education, however, I wouldn't even
think about joining a secret society."
.Despite not hav ing to sit in classrooms and
listening
..... to mundane lectures, acting
..... is not all
fun and games. Actors do. have to live up to
having their cv cry rnov c scrutinized. While
some parts of Paul's acting was flat, as his
costar Leslie commented. this man is '"easy on
the e~ e-.". On -;ccing him . . elf in The Skulls. he
said, "To h,,' honest \\ ith yt)l1. I liked it. Rut it".. .
hell, seeing :" ourscl r fur the first time. Ivc only
seen It once. !t'~ Ju . . t a rough go. Overall. I
liked \\ hat I did."
I know vouIl like what he did too. Joshua
expressed . . . imilar sentiments. l Ie felt .. intenseIy relicv ~J"' upon seeing The Skulls,
"This i:- the first time that rye been gl\en the
opportunity to be a leading man:' he said.
"First time that I had shouldered the burden of
a film, and I didn't know w hether or not I could
do it. When I saw it I was pleasantly surprised,
and you're your own worst critic so ... I still
have some criticisms of some of the things I did
in the movie but. .. I thought I did a pretty good
job:'
He definitely did. Joshua is a charismatic person~ and his co-stars couldn't say enough kind
things about him: Paul was a little cautious
and actually tried to dig up some dirt on Joshua
before filming.
"I made a couple of phone calls. I sai<L 'Hey
find me some dirt on Josh Jackson if you could'
and everything came up as great, arid then I was·
really suspicious.~' Laughing, Paul sai~ "It was like <alright, Warner Brothers really have their people out.
But he actually called me after they basically told me I
had the part. He just wanted to welcome me abroad.
saying congratulations, and we probably didn ~t expect to
have more than a five minute conversation but we ended

Would he care to compare and contrast the two?
"James and Josh? I'd get in trouble," he said with a smile. "No comment. Well, [James] is
alright, he's a good guy. He's different. Josh is just a likeable guy. I think that's why he's
great in this role. He needs to be believable, kind of an everybody's guy. And that's what Josh
is. Everyone likes him. And for someone to come from a situation which his character to
excel, and basically be presented with this great opportunity, yOIl have to be someone like Josh
I think. James on the other hand is ... ·' He fumbled for the words. "It took me awhile working with him on Varsity Blues to just kinda crack the code and get into him. The more time I
spent with him the more I liked him.
So who's next on his Dawson Creek hit list?
Laughing, he said, "I wouldn 't mind working with Katie Holmes. There's a lot of people
I wouldn 't mind working with."
His next film coming out is Squelch, a thriller costarring Leelee Sobieski. "Leelee's so
smart it's scary," he said. "She's really sweet. Overall it was a good experience. Going into
it I was scared because it's basically a road trip, and that meant the bulk of the days was going
to be shot in a car, being towed behind an inset truck on a desolate, deserted, desert highway.
But Steve had me laughing the whole way so it was a lot of fun. It's basically about two brothers and a girlfriend that are making a road trip across the country. I play the model son, and
Steve plays the black sheep of the family. We get our hands on a CB radio just kind ofas way
to pass time and we start prank calling these truck drivers. We get a hold of one guy who
sounds like a good guy to mess around with and we play-this little prank with him. He gets
really really mad and now weve got this crazy psychotic truck driver after us and he wants to
kill us:'
He is also scheduled to star in Universal Pictures' Racer X. which teams him up \\ ith director Rob Cohen and Neal Moritz again.
Leslie also recently completed the dark independent feature film The Young Unknowns.
\\ ith Devon Gumrnersall, and Joshua will next be seen in the Warner Bros.' feature film
Gossip, alongside Kate Hudson and James Marsden. directed by Davis Guggenheim. Those
scripts on Dawson's Creek are doing wonders for tloshuas vernacular skills. I was impressed,
and I think he can forgo the college experience. Do not stop, run directly to GO~ He's not
working on any big project at the moment, but he'll be heading to Europe. in \'1ay. ·'A \ acation wouldn't be the worst thing that happened:' he grinned.

------------

The Skulls is a thrilling movie. "As social commentary, no" , Joshua said \\ ith a laugh. "1
mean, I don't think that the point of this movie is social commentary on the ev ils of secret
societies, though I think that when people watch it they'll be surprised that these things exist,
because I certainly didn't know they existed. And the social commentary, people should know
when they're voting in the next election that they're potentially voting for one of these guys.
You gotta know who the candidates are. I mean George Bush Jr. and Sf. are both Skull and
Bones members, But this movie was not really made as a political message to blow the lid
off the secret societies, the conspiracies. So the short answer would be no."

.J,.

CD Reviews
Sarah Cracknell
Lipslide
Instinct Records
By Janice Garingo

up talking for an hour and a half and I thought 'I'm
gonna like working with this guy. ,,,
After a not-so-pleasant experience with previous costars~ it was no surprise that he tried to figure out who
he'd be working with. In talking about his experience
with another Dawson Creek star, James Van Derbeek, on
Varsity Blues" he said, "InitialIy~ it's no secret that we
didn't get along at all."
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Ranma 1/2 and Maison Ikkoku
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One word can describe A Chinese Ghost
Story. Strange. That is not necessarily a
bad thing. In fact, for this Japanese anime
by TSUI HARK; strange is definitely good.
What is this movie about? Well, it is a
love story. Remember the movie Ghost
where Pturick SWtlyze fooled around with
Demi Moore while making pottery? Yeah,
you do. Well, this movie is nothing like
that.
This is a Japanese anime, so you better be
prepared for some weird and wacky, off the
wall action and humor. The story takes
place with a man named M ing. M ing is a
tax collector of some sort and he's hoping to
get enough money to win the heart of the
woman he loves. Unfortunately for him.
she wants nothing to do with Ming.
Still. he persists and goes on collecting
debts for the emperor. It is here he encounters two exorcisers who expose him to the
\\ orld of ghosts he nev er knew existed.
Once open to this new world. Ming
becomes trapped In a cit! filled with them.
Try mg to fit in, M mg is exposed and chased
until a soul stealer \\ ho he believes looks

like the woman he is after, saves him. His
troubles get worse when he runs into another exorcist and must save
, the soul stealer
from his grasp. The exorcist, Redbeard,
takes a liking to the boy and his courage and
offers him help.
The soul stealer also takes a liking to
M ing, but is forced by her queen to take his
soul and bring it to her. Love conquers all
and instead, the two decide to live a new life
together by going on the train of reincarnation. It is here that anything and everything
happens in an attempt to stop their quest.
A Chinese Ghost Story is a strange tale
indeed and the beginning may confuse you
at first, but if you give it a chance, you'll
start to feel a strange involvement with the
diversified cast. You'Il laugh, you'll cry,
you won't get scared, but you'll totally
enjoy the romance, the action and the animation that will have Disney shaking in
their boots.
One word can describe A Chinese Ghost
Story. That word is strange, and strange is
good.

Asylum Animation Archive:
A Real American Hero

~-"

Yo Joe! The cheesy) yet memorable battle cry played an important role in most of
OUf childhoods, Everyone wanted to be a
Joe and kick some Cobra ass.
I remember picking up my first GI-Joe
toy, which grew to a collection of 100 figures, each one better than the last. They had
the cool kung-fu action grip, and some phat
ass weapons. I was a happy child- Girls had
Barbie and now I had something cool to
play with. and not dress up!
Soon. I found out GI-Joe wasn't just for
boys. when the comic book came out and
me and my sister fought over who would
get each issue. Eventually, I got them all,
but not without a struggle.
Thankfully, the cartoon came out and soon
the whole family got hooked. It had been
teased. to us through animated commercials
for the comic, but in 1983~ the show finally
came to fruition with a five-part special
entitled, GI-Joe; A Real American Hero. In
1984, another five-part special was aired
and finally, in 1985, the series hit the airwaves.
For two seasons" Flint, Lady-Jaye, Duke.,
Scarlett and the greatest character 'ever created, Snake-Eyes, did battle against Cobra
Commander, Bareness. and ~ u~~l
bad guy, Destro, The show was very suecessful, and over 100 episodes were created. ,
The episodeS were not really topical in
nature. Usual! , the soow dealt with blowing up the bad guy arid creating cool expl<r

opinion will probably get better.
My opinion stayed the same when it came
to Maison Ikkoku. That is, my opinion
from last issue's review of the manga. If
you recatl, my opinion was that Maison
Ikkoku was one of the funniest. most
romantic mangas out there. The anirne
series looks to be the same.
Yusaka Godai is a born failure, but his life
changes when Kyoko Otonashi becomes the
new manager of the housing complex Godai
belongs .to. Surrounded by strange neighbors who seem to care less if Godai is
happy, Kyoko becomes the only high spot in
his life.
The first tape. Welcome to Maison Ikkoku,
was subtitled, which was great. I enjoy
shows with subtitles. The first two episodes
on the tape deal with Kyoko's arrival and
the strangeness surrounding this household.
Godai can't stand it there and Kyoko wonders how she's going to make it around all
strange
these
people.
Godai
sees a chance for
his life to tum
around, but fate
seems to be in his
way. His only
hope is for fate to
turn around and
go his way. Only
time will tell on
that one.
Maison Ikkoku, the anime, follows the
manga almost word for word. Some additions are well placed and add to how good
this show is. I enjoyed it immensely. It is
rare to see an anime follow the manga so
closely, and I am very happy about that.
The relationship between Godai and
Kyoko seems de.stined for great things. The
sexual tension between the two is phenomenal. Regular TV shows struggle for that
type of chemistry and tension. This anime
succeeds. I thoroughly enjoyed this tape
just as much.
Rumiko Takahashi is the best. I enjoy her
work more than any other manga I have
ever read. Ranma 1/2, the anime was entertaining at times. and appeals to a female
audience and children, if you can get past
some sexual situations. Maison Ikkoku is
-just fantastic in all regards. It is well written, hilarious and romantic.
In a day and age where violence is the
norm, it is refreshing to see animation
addressing romantic themes. Both shows
have that as their strong suit, and if that is
the kind of show you enjoy, 1 recommend
Ranma 1/2 and highly recommend Maison
Ikkoku.

One of the Dragons of Earth
Getting Ready for Action

.

A World Ruled By Fate Ends Wfffl A Choice

x: The Movie

,

Do you believe in fate? Can your
whole life be all ready planned out for
you? No choice in the matter; you must
go along for the ride and hope all goes
well.
The movie is X, the story is unbelievable, and the plot will have you talking
long after the movie is over. One thing
for certain, X will have you questioning
your fate.
Rarely does a Japanese anime make a
major impact in the US. Pokemon is
for kids and Princess Mononoke was
dull, but X brings action a la Dragon
Ball Z and combines it with some
strange plot ideas a la Lain or even
Perfect Blue.
Here is a warning. Pay careful attention to this film. It is weird and often
times confusing. Other critics were
right when they say that if it seems too
confusing, forget about it and just concentrate on what is currently on the
screen. If you don't, you may get lost.
But if you pay attention, you'll be
extremely satisfied with this gripping
story.

Fate plays a big role in this film. A
young man named Kamui is confronted
by his dead mother in a dream. He is
told to go back to Tokyo. He does so
without question, fearing for his friends'
lives. He has sworn to protect Fuma,
and Fuma's sister, whom Kamui loves.
When he arrives in Tokyo, he is confronted by a group of powerful adversaries. Each member of this group contains unique and awesome powers.
Fortunately for Kamui, another group of
powerful individuals come to save the
day.
After this exchange, Kamui learns that
he is the chosen one to save humanity or
the Earth.' K-amui means the -power of
God and it is the power in Kamui that
will determine the fate of everything.
There is a war going on. Two groups
at war with one another are determining
Earth's future. The Dragons of Heaven
are fighting on behalf of humanity. The
Dragons of Earth believe that humans
will destroy the Earth anyway, so why
not destroy them to save Earth.
Helping the Dragons of Heaven is

Hinoto who sees a dream that has her
believing Earth will thrive if the humans
live. Her sister, Kanoe believes that if
the humans of Earth live, they will pollute and kill the Earth.
Kamui must decide, which side he will
help. He has no choice in the matter.
-Strangely, his fate is to choose one side.
His choice will affect the outcome of
Earth. The only problem is, he may be
the chosen one, but for whatever decision he makes, there is "the other" who
has the same power of Kamui, and will
stop at nothing destroy Kamui.
Unfortunately, that other is Fuma,
Kamui's friend, who he had sworn to
protect ..
What transpires next is some of the
best anime action to ever hit the big
screen. With a story written by the allfemale animation group, CLAMP,
directed by the famed director of
Kimba the White Lion, and Astro
Boy, RlNTARO, and breathtaking background designs by SHUH-ICHI
HIRATA of Ghost in the Shell fame, X
is definitely a can't miss movie, with an

Even The Little Things Matter
X: The Manga
While X. the movie was a great example of how good Japanese anime could
be. I was a little worried that after seeing
it. the manga version wouldn't hold my interest.
As many know. "the manga
is a comic book. X, the
manga came out before X, the
movie. The movie was confusing at times, but definitely
Intense when it came to the
action. It was fast paced and
exciting. Movies have to be.
You lose interest real quick if
they are not.
Mangas on the other hand
came out slowly. For example, in America, comics come
out once a month. They have
more time to set up a-Story,
and leave a stunning conclusion to continue in the next Kamui
issue. That's what I like
ab~Jlt X~ the manga. _
While the movie fascinated
me, it was done in an hour and a half. If
it followed the manga completely, it
would be a lot longer, so you know there
were many scenes cut out, etc. Just like
In the manga, the characters are fleshed

out better. The story is told in greater
detai I. The battle between the Seven
Dragons of Heaven and the Seven

to see Kotari and Fuma in school. You
learn that Fuma likes to help people and
is credited with saving some lives. In
fact. Kamui is a student
as well, which is-never
shown in the movie.
There are even some
extra fight scenes as
well.
X, the manga shows
off CLAMP'S beautiful
artwork and exceptional writing skills. The
story is fantastic and
well worth the read.
My suggestion is to see
the movie first, because
you'll enjoy it better
that way. The movie
got me into the. who le.X
:):r::,~' ..
idea in the first place.
~. .. ··:··:(1~:»· ":: ~
....:.
(left) with Fuma (center) and Kotari (right) in After seeing it,. you'll
want to learn more
better days.
about the characters
and that is what the
manga is for.
Dragons of Earth just doesn't happen like
My hope is that like so many other stothat. It is a slower process. You get to
ries, such as Fist of the North Star, X
enjoy the characters more and accept
them into your life. You see them in
will also be adapted into an animated
mg. For instance, you get an opportunity

life, even the little things.

ending you don't want to miss.
The story is brilliant with the idea of
fate playing a major role in the film.
The audience can't help to feel for
Kamui as he-fights a man he would have
given his life for, to the death. The audience can't help but gasp at the destruction of Japan and the shocking death
scenes, and the audience can't help but
wonder what their fate holds for them.
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By Clinton Byrd a.k.a. Stryfe
What's going on Baruchians? This is
Stryfe giving you some insight into
Hip-Hop from the Dirty South.
I ntroducing three rap artists, Trina,
Trik Daddy, and Drama and their new
albums.
Trina I~ basically a newcomer, w ith
her debut album Baddest Bitch. You
may have seen this hot female rapper 'in
her new v ideo, w ith her debut song
Baddest Bitch. She is definitely a hot
girl whom -vou mav recall featuring in
Trik Daddy's Naa N#gga in 1999. This
artist has a lot of promise and her album
has just about every flavor from wilding out to R&B blends featuring artists
such as Total. Ifyou like up-tempo bass
driven beats and sex and money lyrics,
then you will enjoy Trina as much as I
did.
Trik Daddy has three previous albums
under- his belt, the newest being the
Book of Thugs . This album is exactly
what you expect from this rap veteran,
that thugged out pimp flow and 75% of
the beats are crazy! This album is basically all rap and he even did over the
When a Woman's Fed Up beat (originally performed by R Kelly) called
America
where he scrutinizes
American society. Trik Daddy has
quite a few rappers with him such as
Mystikal, Twista, Trina, and others.
~

~

~

1

The beats are as dirty as they come. If
you need some thing that will make the
windows in your car vibrate like pitchforks. then put Book of Thugs in your
CD changer.
Drama is a newcomer bringing a street
soldier theme to the rap arena. w ith his
new album Causin Drama. The video
for his debut song Left, Right, Left,
was #2 on Rap City the last time I saw
it. His beats are definitely banging, but
I can t figure out a word this guy is saying. What I can comprehend is the street
war theme. Drama is a thugged out rapper, his chorus s are like street hymns. I
wouldn t recommend the album, but if
you like his flow, buy the album. If so,
then more power to ya!
_
A few of my personal favorites include
Trina's track 69 Ways , with her sexy
Lit' Kim syndrome she makes any man
want to get it (the album, of course).
Also, Trina's tracks I Don't Need Ya
featuring Trik Daddy and Off Glass
featuring Juvenile, are two with
extremely hot beats and themes. Trik
Daddy's track with MystikaI, Tryin to
Stop Smokin, will make you want to
throw your hands up wherever you're at:
in the bathroom, in class, wherever!
That's the low down from this
rapper/writer, keep your eyes open and
your wallet in your front pockets!

New Dance Mix Kicks Ass
By Kin Ping Koo
the. UK'oo itS ieieaSe as a"b-stde); 'aii,fFlltei:'
(this Hybrid mix gets its first full-length
release here). AU these fantastic mixes are
joined with tracks from the one and only DJ
The Chemical
This. is one kick ass mix! This compi- Sasha, the ever present
Brothers,
lation is a must
Pori, and ate
have if you're
Plastic 3£ompilBtion
Nettwerk
Release date : March 28th

just
delving
into the dance
music and aren't
sure what to
buy. It features
exclusive
remixes
of
S a r a h

McLaughlin ~
I Love You"
Sasha's
Xpander, and
a Hybrid mix
of Filters Take
aPidure

rounded

off
Todd

with

Terry'5
anthemic take
on

MoloJco~

Siug It Back.
Not enough?

This CD is a fusion of jazz, but often
leaves me muddled as I try to figure out
where the music is going to go. While
this is ok in certain music types, I find it
somewhat disturbing here. When it
comes to jazz, I like to have a more linear movement.
While the beats of some of these songs
are quite good, they just seem to wander

Political Rap Makes a Comeback
With Dead Prez
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Many have listened to Jock Jams and
other pricey sports-related music compilations, featuring songs from wellknown artists, as well as one-hit wonders. But here is one compilation with
twenty-two MP3s featuring choice rap,
punk, and ska that you won't see in
stores.
On EMusicThe Extreme Collection,
you'll find punk stars such as Blink 182
(who do a fine job with Zulu and
M&M), Pennywise (Alien), and
Rancid's ska/punk Time Bomb. The
so - un d e r.rate d- but - so - dam n - goo d
Unwritten'Law lend a new garagesounding track reminiscent of the days
of Oz Factor. With ska and punk, how
could we forget Sublime? Yeah, they're

.

t

By Jon Minners
So, Kin Ping hands me this CD, saying,
"you like hip hop." I looked at the record
label, LOUD RECORDS, and the name
of the group, Dead Prez, and thought this
sounded pretty cool. "Of course I'll
review it," I said.
I got home, popped the CD into my CD
player and began to workout as I listened.
Was this some sort of joke? It seemed
like every few lines they were insulting
white people.
All my high school teachers can suck my
d*ck / telling white man lies, straight
bullshit.
At first, I was pretty pissed. Would you
blame me? All my life, I grew up with the
knowledge that I could be friends with a
black person no matter what anyone said,
and that not one race was better than
another. So, I was offended at first. Then
I realized we live in America, where we
have a right to voice our opinions. Who
was I to say that Dead Prez's sticman and
m-I didn't have a right to insult white
people in their music? In all honesty,
many white people deserve it, especially
when it comes to some of the concerns
this group brings forth. We are still living
in an unequal world in certain instances
and Dead Prez addresses this in their own
way, just like I do every week with a pen
and paper.

53

Hop.

Would you rather have a Lexus. or
Justice / A dream or some Substance / A
Beemer or necklace. or Freedom?
Dead Prez has something to say. They
aren't just rapping for the sake of rapping.
Some of their lyrics may be controversial,
but you have to admit that this type of
music is needed today. We haven't had
political rap since the days when Public
Enemy was good. Dead Prez carries that
tradition on. From the sound of it, Dead
Prez will be Bigger than Hip Hop for a
while to come.

61
64
Kin Ping Koo

.....

tJ)U{ ~au Xtunu?
The John F. Kennedy International Ariport used to be named the
Idlewild International Airport, until 1963.

ACROSS

1 Happen. again
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also on this CD. We're Only Gonna
Die For Our Own Arrogance starts off
with a relaxing sunny ri ff, only to later
on go crashing, and then rinse and
repeat. Eminem hooks up with Royce 59 and Fuzz on their own blend of pottymouth humor to calm you down on this
rollercoaster ride, and Murder I do a
fine job with their own lyrics on a cover
of No Woman, No Cry. Disappointing
though, are Kid Rock ~ track, with it's
profane and stupid chorus, and The
Mighty Mighty Bosstones' version of
Enter Sandman.
Overall, a fine compilation, for fans
of the above-mentioned bands. And at
$6.99, it's even better. (tracks can be sampled
for free, purchased separately for $0.99, or
the album can be downloaded as a whole at
www.emusic.com/albums). Looking for
good music just got easier.
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I decided to just listen to the music and
what I heard was some phat ass beats and
some strong lyrics backed by a powerful
message. Hip Hop, It's Still Bigger than
Hip Hop, They SkooIs and African are
the best songs on the CD, by the way. So,
as I pumped iron, I listened intently and
enjoyed the message I heard.
I want to be free to live / able to have
what I need to live / Bring the power back

to the street where people live / We're sick
of working for crumbs and filling up the
prisons, dying over money and relying on
religion ...
They indeed have a point and no one is
really safe from their verbal jabs. Even
the "bling-bling" era gets attacked on Hip

•
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Various Artists
EMusic: The Extreme Collection
EMusic

around aimlessly before tailing off. The
first song Kinky Dee particularly drove
me insane as I tried to follow it. I suspect it would do the same to more traditional jazz lovers.
Despite this, I still enjoyed some of
the beats and a few of the so.igs such as
Panama. This song seems quite a bit
more traditional, something that this CD
lacked.
Still, it was disurbing to me; for those
that like something different in their
music, try this CD on for size.
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albwn icon on
the Nettwerk
w.ebs jt e,
www.net-

By Jessica Rubenstein
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A Little Bit of Jazz, A Whole Lot of Strange
Billy Cogham-by design
CLEOPATRA

32

By Jeffrey Belsky

twe rk.com,
you can downal so features
load two free
much soughtafter tracks from Moby (whose 'Hybrid MP3's from Delerillm and Povit
Do so and get a sample of how kick ass
Mix" sees the light of day for the first
time here), Beth Orton (the stunning Plastic 3 is.
'Spiritual Life Mix" was a huge club hit in

5

21

bonus'! If you
click on the

The album
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MP3 Invasion Continues

fear
not- there's a

3

14
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Well

2

24

32

35
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SIightly open
Affectedly dainty in Britain
Repent
BUas joint
Thorny flower
What happened on the
REalting to the mouth
Barbie's man
Imbruglia's hit song
Departure, as from Egypt
Stallone's nickname
In debt
Hideki Irabu
Place
Friend, Mon_
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, abbrev.
The
Legal right
Never tell a guy he has a small
anything, or you'll bruise his

37 Shakespeare for too bad
38 Mountain train
39 Dadsand" __
40 Story
41 Purchase
42 Ice Cube movie
Abbr. Tetfer-open-er
~
45 Energy
46 White Soufh African
47 Prayer end
49 XS (1 Sam. 18:7
-

-

----

~----

--

50 Title for monks of certain
orders
53 Age
55 Jekyll & __
56 Female lamb
57 What the earth spins on
58 Why 17 across happened
61 Blood block
62 Same, for short
63 Flower holders
64 Egg layers
65 How Palmer got the ball off
66 Doorway
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35
36
38

41
42
43
45

46
48

49

DOWN
1 Where discount clothing is
found
2 Singer Waters
3 Retarded
4 Single
5 Give back (Neh. 4:2)
6 Beverly Hills 90210 editor,
_ _ Zuckerman
7
8
9
10

Unites
KooI-_
CaShes in Band (2 Sam. 18:29)
The Bibte----- ----

12

Birthright bargainer (Gen.
25:34)

. - --- n

,-13 ------Aauattic-Sl1lQf<eS?--- - 18 Beach neccessity
23 Legal age in Rome
27 Church recess

-----------

-- - -
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51
52
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59
60

Head of a comet
Set of parts, in short
Race starting point
Photcqropher Mills
Cranberry song
to the World
Middle East prince or governor
It runneth over
Cosmetic company
Hot cheese dip
Emergency supply
Each
Surpassing (Mic. 2:10)
Necessities
Number of kings to visit baby
Jesus
Theist by reason alone
Possesor
Unkempt
Gillette's most recent weapon
Part of a wheel
Beethoven's famous _ to Joy
Without
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Baruch College
9th Annual

TOl'ic:
Business and Education:
A Partnership for the Future
Hundreds of Dollars in Cash Prizes
$$$.
Awarded for the
Top 3 Winning..Presentations!!!

··m

1336/ E. 18th St.

. Festiviil Competition

.

,~-,

~~--

Thursday, May 4 / 12:30--2:30 PM
7th Fl. Conference Ctr. --750 / E. 25th St.
Rules for Participating;
1. Only currently enrolled Baruch undergraduates may compete.
2. Your presentation should last between 5 and 7 minutes.
3. Your presentation must be extemporaneous (prepared, using minimal notes; no
reading from a script). Visual aids may be used.
4. Your presentation may be either informative or persuasive.'
.
5. Your presentation must be based on the use of AT LEAST 4 primary sources. A
neatly typed outline and a list of sources must be submitted in advance to be
considered for the preliminary round. (Include telephone number where you
can be reached).
_
6. A work-in-progress is acceptable for the preliminaries.

...

For further information and to app/~ contact: .
;:'~~'
Prof. Susan Goldstein, 1342/ E.18th St. or call387-1~~~'
.
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'. "'--':''''''~'
. . . . ; ..~-,~

Coordinated by
,.
. .;"
~: ~;~',~~~'
Prof. Susan Goldstein, Speech Dept.,
"
..:~,' '.iN(~JI
Sponsored by the Vice President for Student Devel~'p~e~~~:,~:~'~
and The Baruch College Fund
.~,~:ir<:·.·~;':~~~~. '

